ELGIN HERITAGE COMMISSION
Tuesday, January 7, 2020
7:00pm
City Council Chambers, 2nd Floor North Tower
150 Dexter Court, Elgin, IL 60120
AGENDA

A. Call Meeting to Order and Roll Call
B. Approval of Minutes
1. November 5, 2019

C. Recognize Persons Present
D. Plaque Applications
None

E. Old Business
1. Reports from Neighborhood Groups on Heritage Related Activities
2. 2020 Elgin Heritage Commission Goals
a. Historic Resources Survey (no update)
b. Spring-Douglas Historic District Walking Tour (no update)
c. Elgin Historic District and Landmark Design Guidelines (discussion)

F. New Business
1. 2019 budget wrap up report, and 2020 budget projections
2. Historic Rehabilitation Grant Program
a. Deadline: March 27, 2020
3. Building Codes and Historic Preservation Workshop, Plainfield, IL

G. Other Business
H. Adjournment
THE CITY OF ELGIN IS SUBJECT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990.
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES WHO PLAN TO ATTEND THIS MEETING AND WHO REQUIRED CERTAIN
ACCOMMODATIONS IN ORDER TO ALLOW THEM TO OBSERVE AND/OR PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, OR WHO
HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE MEETING OR THE FACILITIES, ARE REQUESTED TO
CONTACT THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, ADA COORDINATOR AT (847) 931-5620 {TDD (847) 931-5616}
PROMPTLY TO ALLOW THE CITY OF ELGIN TO MAKE REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THOSE PERSONS.

City of Elgin
Elgin Heritage Commission
November 5, 2019
Proposed Minutes
A. The meeting of the Elgin Heritage Commission was called to order at 7:00 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers by Chairman John Wiedmeyer.
1. Members Present:

Brian Anderson, Rebecca Hunter, John Marston, John Regan,
George Rowe, Scott Savel, Steve Thoren, and John Wiedmeyer

2. Members Absent:

Len Govednik

3. City Staff Present:

Christen Sundquist, Historic Preservation Planner

B. Approval of Minutes:
1. A motion was made by Commissioner Anderson to approve the October 1, 2019
minutes with the following amendments, under E-1-C, change “Near East” to
“NorthEast”. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Hunter.
The motion passed unanimously.
C. Recognize Persons Present: None
D. Plaque applications:
1. None
E. Old Business
1. Reports from Neighborhood Groups on Heritage Related Activities
a. Commissioner Rowe noted that the Elgin History Museum will be having a
Cobblestone Construction Celebration on Saturday, November 9th from 1:00PM3:00PM. This will allow visitors to see the progress that has been made over the past
year. There will also be several cleanups prior to the event with one being held at
9AM on Wednesday, November 6th.
b. Commissioner Marston noted that the cleanup and re-organization of the Crocker
Theater pieces is almost complete. There were approximately 7,000 bricks moved
and most of the decorative terracotta pieces have been stacked neatly. He stated
that it looks like there will need to be one more work day to move all the pieces and
they are hoping to have this project complete before it begins to snow.
c. Commissioner Anderson stated that the NorthEast Neighborhood Association held
an informational meeting regarding the D.C. Cook Publishing building and that
approximately 90 people attended. There was a lot of positive feedback and many
are hoping the building is saved and re-proposed.
d. Chairman Wiedmeyer stated that the Elgin History Museum’s Annual Benefit was a
success and that he commends the History Museum for putting on such an event.
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Many of the Commissioners who were in attendance also stated that it was a great
event and they are looking forward to next year’s.
2. 2019 Elgin Heritage Commission Goals
a. Historic Resources Survey
No update.
b. Elgin Historic District and Landmark Design Guidelines
Staff noted to the Commissioners to review the proposed amendments to the
guidelines over the next two months as they will be discussing the changes at the
January meeting.
c. December Plaque Awards
The Commissioners stated that they would still like staff to talk about Solar Panels
on Historic Structures as the informational lecture for the night and that they are
looking forward to it.
Staff noted for the Commissioners to email her what they will be bringing to the pot
luck so that there aren’t duplicates of food.
F. New Business
1. 2020 Annual Schedule
A motion was made by Commissioner Savel to approve the proposed 2020 Meeting
Schedule for the Elgin Heritage Commission and Design Review Subcommittee.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Thoren.
The motion passed unanimously.
2. Elgin Heritage Commission Budget
a. Mayor’s Awards
The Commission discussed having the event at the Highland Lofts of which they
showed their enthusiasm. They would like to continue to explore different caterers
for the event.
A motion was made by Commissioner Rowe to allow staff to use the remaining
budget towards the 2020 Mayor’s Awards Event.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Thoren.
The motion passed unanimously.
G. Other Business
1. Commissioner Anderson brought up hosting more educational events to spark more
interest in architecture and preservation to the younger generation. Commissioner
Marston noted that elementary schools are teaching Elgin history and the History
Museum has seen more educational groups at the museum and will certainly help spark
some interest. Staff noted that she can reach out to both High Schools to see if there
would be any interest in staff speaking to some classes about Elgin’s architecture and
many of the volunteer opportunities that high schoolers could participate in such as the
Historic Elgin Housewalk, Open Elgin and the Cemetery Walk.
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H. Adjournment
A motion was made by Commissioner Regan to adjourn the meeting. The motion was
seconded by Commissioner Rowe and passed unanimously. The meeting was adjourned at
7:44 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Christen Sundquist, Historic Preservation Planner
Community Development Department
Approved:

ELGIN HERITAGE COMMISSION
Year 2020 GOALS
1.

Confer recognition upon structures and areas with special historic or architectural value to the
community and upon individuals/groups who have worked to preserve and/or promote them.
a. Put together walking tour of the Spring-Douglas Historic District.
b. Encourage the nomination of Elgin cobblestone buildings on the National Register of Historic
Places.
c. Create a plan to research buildings designed by W.W. Abell.
d. Continue with the promotion of the Elgin Heritage Commission's Building Plaque Program
for residential properties.
e. Encourage citywide organizations to participate in the annual Preservation Month activities.
Coordinate with City staff efforts in organizing Preservation Month. Host the Commission's
annual ceremony for the presentation of Mayor's Awards, city landmark building plaques.
f. Continue to hold a second annual presentation in December to hand out building plaques.

2.

Educate local government agencies, property owners and the public at large on the need and
means of preserving and promoting Elgin's heritage.
a. Educate through different means property owners, architects, contractors, real estate
agents, and any interested parties on Elgin's Design Guidelines, Elgin's Building Plaque
program, landmark designation and other specific preservation issues.
b. Support and encourage local groups' and individuals' projects, workshops and seminars.
c. Continue to sponsor guided tours of Elgin and update the Commission’s Historic Elgin
website. Partner with special events organizations to promote Elgin's heritage.

3.

Advise and assist with the physical and financial aspects of preservation, rehabilitation and
adaptive reuse.
a. Update the 2008 Amended Historic District Guidelines to include mid-century design
features/colored call outs.
b. Organize any surveys that have not been digitized.
c. Identify and survey additional areas within the city based on the long term plan of the
Commission to survey neighborhoods. (Northwest Neighborhood – Part 2).
d. Review and implement the Elgin Heritage Commission's long-term plan to designate
additional historic districts within the City, and to annex surrounding to current districts as
when requested by the neighborhood.
e. Review, enhance and promote the historic architectural rehabilitation grant programs for
high impact projects and demonstrate their benefits to property owners and the City of
Elgin.
f. Research other potential documents and records of historical and genealogical value that
pertain to Elgin, preserve such records and disperse them for public availability. Publicize
the fact that such records are accessible.
g. Continue to encourage the preservation of architectural resources through the participation
of City designated landmarks and historic districts in the Property Tax Assessment Freeze
Program and the Federal Rehabilitation Investment Tax Credit Program.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO ELGIN HISTORIC DISTRICT AND LANDMARK
DESIGN GUIDELINE MANUAL
INTRODUCTION
General Narrative
The City of Elgin, Illinois is one of over 2,000 communities in America which has enacted
measures to preserve and protect its historic resources. In 1981, the Elgin Historic District was
designated by the Elgin City Council and in 1983 it was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places. The following year, in 1984, the Elgin City Council passed a Historic Preservation
Ordinance creating the Elgin Heritage Commission. This was followed by the approval of Title 20
of the Elgin Municipal Code -"Elgin Historic Preservation Ordinance" in 1989 which is an historic
district overlay to protect the Elgin Historic District. In 1996, a similar overlay was created for
the Spring/Douglas Historic District north of the downtown area. Elgin has many other areas
which retain significant historic architecture and which have the potential to be designated as
historic districts.
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This design guideline manual provides information for property owners and the Elgin Heritage
Commission on appropriate methods for preserving and maintaining the architectural character
of the overall districts and individual buildings. Design guidelines outline the practical methods
for building rehabilitation and new construction which are essential to preserving a district's
sense of time and place. Design guidelines offer property owners protection against actions
which could be harmful to their property values and the marketing of their dwellings or
commercial buildings. Without design guidelines the qualities which make an area appealing for
investment can easily be lost.
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WHAT IS THE ELGIN HERITAGE COMMISSION?

D

The Elgin Heritage Commission is a citizen advisory board made up of nine members including
an architect, a historian, a real estate agent, a licensed attorney, a representative of the local
historical society appointed by the city council, and interested citizens as available. The
Commission was created in 1984 with a broad range of duties and responsibilities including to
"promote the education of property owners, local government agencies and the public at large
regarding the protection, maintenance, and preservation of Elgin's architectural, historic and
cultural resources..." The Commission has an advisory role in matters pertaining to historic
building surveys, nominations to the National Register of Historic Places, and other
preservation planning efforts.
Through the Heritage Commission’s Design Review Subcommittee and Aas part of the
protection of the city's architectural and historic resources, the Commission's Subcommittee’s
responsibilities also include the development of design guidelines and the issuance or denial of
Certificates of Appropriateness for rehabilitation, new construction, and demolition in locally
designated districts. The COA process applies to those who own property in locally designated

districts. Locally designated districts are those which have been afforded protection through
the efforts of residents, the Commission, and the action of the Elgin City Council.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF DESIGN GUIDELINES?
Through design review guidelines, the preservation ordinance protects the overall economic
value of the historic districts. Properties in historic districts are affected by the actions of their
neighbors and those around them. Decisions of one property owner have an impact on the
property values of another. Design guidelines provide a level playing field for all property
owners because they apply to everyone in the historic districts. This way all property owner's
rights are protected from the adverse economic impact which could result from the actions of
another.
GUIDELINES BENEFIT THE CITY
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• Design guidelines in Elgin are part of overall city-wide efforts to promote and improve its
older neighborhoods and quality of life. Revitalization of historic areas increases the city's tax
base and promotes economic development. Design guidelines provide practical assistance and
information to make sure that improvements are compatible with the goals and desires of
property owners, the historic districts, and the city.
GUIDELINES BENEFIT THE HISTORIC DISTRICTS
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• Elgin's historic districts contain an excellent collection of historic buildings from the 19th and
early 20th centuries. A large percentage of these are substantial two-story frame dwellings
which retain their original architectural character. Design review guidelines assist in the
preservation and maintenance of the unique appearance of these districts.
GUIDELINES BENEFIT PROPERTY OWNERS
•
Historic district designation and the design guideline review process helps to ensure that
our investment in historic districts will be protected from inappropriate new construction,
misguided remodeling, or demolition. Historic district zoning and the use of design guidelines
generally stabilizes or increases property values. Historic designation and design review helps
not only existing residents of the historic districts but it often attracts new buyers since they
know their investment will be protected.
•
Guidelines benefit the owners of vintage homes citywide by providing information to
maintain the original architectural character of their homes.
GUIDELINES DO NOT IMPOSE EXCESSIVE REQUIREMENTS

Design guidelines do not affect the use of your property or its interior. Property owners may
remodel the interior as they choose and these changes are not reviewed as part of the design
review process.
Design guidelines do not affect what color you paint your property. Paint colors are not
regulated and are left to the preference of the owner. However, the guidelines provide
recommendations for colors that would be appropriate for use on historic buildings.
•
Design review only occurs when property owners propose actions to the exteriors of
their property which may require a Building Permit or a Certificate of Appropriateness.
•
Design guidelines do not prohibit new construction or additions to historic buildings.
Design review ensures that new construction and additions are completed as compatible as
possible to the historic districts.
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HISTORIC BUILDINGS HAVE VALUE

•
Buildings in Elgin's historic districts are known for their quality of construction and
craftsmanship. Many are over one hundred years old and if properly maintained will last
indefinitely.
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• Current law makes certain properties in Elgin's historic districts and locally designated
landmarks eligible for property tax credits or deductions. For information on these tax
incentives, call the Urban Design & Preservation Specialist at (847) 931-5943 or the Planning &
Preservation Coordinator at (847) 931-6104 Historic Preservation Planner at 847-931-6004.
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•
Properties in Elgin's historic districts and locally designated landmarks are also eligible
for the city's Historic Architectural Rehabilitation Grant program. The Historic Architectural
Rehabilitation Grant program is intended to emphasize the special architecture in the Elgin
Historic District of Elgin’s landmarks and historic district properties. The grants are for special
work to highlight this uniqueness, not for compliance with the basic minimum property
maintenance codes. Selected projects receive a fifty or seventy-five percent reimbursement for
eligible work on the exterior of their property.
•
Information on these programs can be obtained from staff at the City’s Planning and
Neighborhood Services Department Community Development Department (847-931-59210).

INTENT & PURPOSE, APPROACH & FORMAT
General Narrative
I. INTENT AND PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
The purpose of this manual is to present architectural design guidelines to property owners,
residents, contractors and others, relating to the type of rehabilitation work and new
construction that may be approved by the City of Elgin in locally designated historic districts
and to locally designated landmark structures. Additionally, the guidelines may be used as a
reference source for the rehabilitation of vintage structures not located within a designated
historic district.
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The guidelines apply only to the exteriors of properties and are intended to protect the overall
character of Elgin's locally designated historic districts as well as the architectural integrity of
the district's individual buildings and locally designated landmark structures. The guidelines
emphasize maintaining architectural styles, details and streetscape elements which collectively
make up the unique character of the districts. For new construction, the guidelines provide
information on the importance of relating new buildings and landscape elements to the existing
historic streetscapes.
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The Elgin Design Guidelines are based on the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for rehabilitating historic buildings. These federal standards
provide a framework for the more detailed guidelines presented in this manual. The Elgin
Design Guidelines state the generally appropriate and inappropriate treatments for
rehabilitation work and preserving the architectural styles, details and streetscape elements
which collectively make up the character of the designated districts or and structures.
The Elgin Design Guidelines, as adopted by the Elgin City Council, shall be the official document
used by the City to evaluate and approve applications for a Certificate of Appropriateness
(COA).
II. DESIGN GUIDELINES - APPROACH AND FORMAT
HOW ARE THE GUIDELINES WRITTEN?
Design review guidelines emphasize preservation of existing building details, materials, and
overall plan rather than complete remodeling. That is why terms such as repair, retain,
maintain, and protect are widely used throughout the guidelines. To repair, retain and maintain
original architectural features and materials is preferred to their replacement. To protect the
overall character of the districts is the goal of the preservation ordinance and the guideline
document.

Other common terms used in this manual are should and should not. The use of the terms
should or should not signify that in most cases the Elgin Heritage Commission’s staff will usually
expect property owners to follow the meaning and intent of a guideline as written. These terms
also provide guidance as to how the Commission will generally approve or disapprove a COA
application. There may be instances where more flexibility or creative solutions are needed in
applying the guidelines
WHAT IS THE PRIMARY FOCUS OF THE GUIDELINES?
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The design guidelines are primarily concerned with the fronts and readily visible sides of
buildings because buildings are most commonly viewed by the public from either the street or
sidewalk in front of the property. The fronts and visible sides of a building usually contain its
most defining features such as porches, main entrances, and decorative details. The rears of
buildings are usually reviewed with more flexibility since they are generally not readily visible
due to the building's placement on the lot or screening by landscaping or fences. The rears of
buildings are the most appropriate locations for the construction of additional living space or
other major alterations.
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The design guidelines apply to all properties within the locally designated districts regardless of
age or architectural style. For non-historic buildings (properties which are less than fifty years of
age or which have been substantially altered), the Commission may apply the guidelines with
more flexibility than for historic buildings. In reviewing work affecting non-historic buildings,
the Commission's approach is to maintain or enhance their relationship and compatibility with
adjacent historic buildings and streetscapes.
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HOW TO USE THE MANUAL

Property owners are encouraged to refer to the guidelines when planning or designing new
construction projects, planning exterior rehabilitations, and completing everyday maintenance.
The manual lists guidelines in alphabetical order and includes information on common
rehabilitation questions, recommendations for maintaining the site and setting of the
neighborhood and guidance for new construction. Similar guidelines for commercial buildings
are addressed in a separate section. Illustrated descriptions of the guidelines are included to
familiarize property owners with typical features and characteristics. At the end of the guideline
section are appendices which have a work review chart, sample Certificate of Appropriateness,
definitions of terms, and a suggested bibliography.
WHAT ARE THE GUIDELINES BASED ON?
The Elgin Design Guidelines are based upon the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. These standards are used throughout the country by the majority of America's

heritage or preservation commissions as a basis for local design review guidelines and for
projects utilizing federal funds or tax credits. The guidelines presented in this manual are
modeled after these standards. In the event of any conflict in this manual and the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, the provisions of the Elgin Design
Guidelines shall control.
The standards that follow were originally published in 1977 and revised in 1990 as part of the
U.S. Department of the Interior regulations. They pertain to historic buildings of all materials,
construction types, sizes, and occupancy and encompass the exterior and the interior of historic
buildings. The standards also encompass related landscape features and the building's site and
environment as well as attached adjacent or related new construction.
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A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site
and environment.
The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property
shall be avoided.
Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.
Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.
Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and,
where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by
documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall
be undertaken in the gentlest means possible.
Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be
undertaken.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
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differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such
a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

POLICES AND PROCESS
General Narrative
HISTORIC PRESERVATION DISTRICTS AND OVERALL ZONING
Historic preservation districts are overlays to the existing zoning within the City of Elgin. In
addition to following the Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) process within the designated
preservation districts, property owners must also follow the overall zoning for their property.
Sections of the historic districts are zoned for residential use under RC2 and RC3 Conservation
Districts. The purpose of these districts is to conserve the urban residential environment of
neighborhoods which primarily developed prior to 1950 with single family dwellings.
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Zoning issues within the Historic Preservation Districts will be significant primarily for any
proposed changes in the use of a property, any new construction, the erection of signs, or
proposed lot subdivisions. Property owners must follow the provisions of the zoning ordinance
as well as the design guidelines for the Historic Preservation Districts.
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Property owners must follow their overall zoning regulations in addition to following the design
review process as historic preservation districts. The city's zoning ordinance and regulations are
within a separate document and should be consulted on building issues such as setback and lot
coverage. Site design regulations within the historic preservation districts shall be the same as
the underlying zoning district. Planned Developments, Conditional Uses, and Variations are
subject to provisions with the city's zoning ordinance and should be coordinated with prior
review from the Elgin Heritage Commission regarding design guideline issues.
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GENERAL POLICIES

PREEXISTING NON-ORIGINAL CONDITIONS
Many non-historic and non-original features of buildings and their sites exist within the city's
historic districts. Substitute siding materials, enclosed or altered porch design, decreased
window size, and chain link fence are some of the most common and visible of these
alterations.
Those alterations of historic structures which occurred before the area's designation as an
historic district and subsequent enabling of the preservation ordinance overlay are considered
to be preexisting non-original conditions.
Preexisting non-original conditions may continue in place throughout the useful life of the
material. Generally, if a localized portion of a non-original material is damaged through fire,
auto collision, vandalism, etc., that portion of the non-original material may be repaired or
replaced with a similar material. However, if more than 50% of the non-original material fails

due to neglect, lack of maintenance, wear and tear, or exceeding its useful life, or in the event
an owner proposes to replace more than 50% of a non-original material, then the repair or
replacement shall be considered within the context of the design guidelines as they apply to
other structures within the historic districts. Repairs or replacements of non-original materials
shall not be artificially or arbitrarily divided so as to avoid the requirements in this paragraph
that the repair or replacement of more than 50% of a non-original material be considered
within the context of the design guidelines as provided herein.
The above policy on preexisting non-original conditions also applies to work on architectural
features located on the sides and rear of buildings.
MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
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All work completed under the historic preservation ordinance should be skillfully performed
using appropriate materials approved by the city staff and the members of the Elgin Heritage
Commission's Design Review Subcommittee, and be conducted, installed and completed in a
workmanlike manner so as to secure the results intended by this document.
The City's staff has the authority to reject work not completed using the acceptable materials
and standards of workmanship.
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Upon verbal or written notice from the owner that the work is entirely complete, city staff will
make an inspection and notify the owner of any incomplete or defective work or the use of
non-approved materials. The property owner should then take immediate measures to remedy
such deficiencies.
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IV. THE COA APPLICATION PROCESS

How Does the Certificate of Appropriateness Process Work?
HISTORIC PRESERVATION DISTRICTS AND OVERALL ZONING
If your structure is in one of the locally designated districts or a local landmark and you want to
make any changes to the exterior of your property, you have to obtain a Certificate of
Appropriateness and a building permit from the Planning and Neighborhood Services
Department (PNS)Community Development Department. in addition to the building permit
from the Department of Code Administration and Development Services. A Certificates of
Appropriateness (COA) is a form issued to ensure that the exterior work planned for a building's
rehabilitation or new construction meets the criteria of the design guidelines. A building permit
is a separate form and type of review which ensures the structural soundness and safety of the
building. The COA needs to be obtained in addition to the regular building permit and in some
cases where a building permit is not required. The city does not charge a fee for the COA.

If you are planning to do work on a property located within a locally designated district or
landmark, call the Planning & Preservation Coordinator Historic Preservation Planner at 847931-6104 6004.
A. COA is generally required for the following:
• Any construction, alteration, demolition, or removal within a locally designated district or to a
landmark structure which requires a building or demolition permit such as construction of any
additions to buildings, demolishing buildings, or moving buildings;
• Construction, alteration, demolition, or removal of structure(s) or appurtenances, any of
which affect the exterior architectural appearance of a property within a locally designated
district or to a landmark structure, but not requiring a building permit.
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• Maintenance, such as porch repair, window/door repair, masonry repair like walls, chimneys,
foundations, etc.
COAs are generally not required for:

• Minor maintenance; such as repairing a floor board on a porch, replacing a damaged siding
board and repainting it;
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• Exterior paint colors; however it is suggested that property owners consider following the
recommendations for appropriate colors included in the guidelines. Note: a COA is required for
the paint removal process and surface preparation before the paint application;
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• Installation of plant material, however, construction of landscape features such as retaining
walls, sidewalks and fences require a COA;
• Interior changes. Interior changes may need a regular building permit before being carried
out.
B. Obtain a COA
A COA must be obtained prior to beginning the work.
COA applications are available from the City's Department of Code Administration and
Neighborhood AffairsCommunity Development Department. This office is located in City Hall at
150 Dexter Court, Elgin, IL 60120. A copy of the COA Application is located in Appendix B.
Required documentation for a COA includes:
• For new construction (including garages) or extensive renovation, a complete set of
architectural stamped plans and specifications are required for the project. Plans shall be drawn

to scale and shall include a site plan showing all existing and proposed improvements.
Specifications and/oror samples of exterior materials need to be provided such as siding,
roofing, doors, windows, and ornamentation. Photographs are also needed of the property
including the following: existing structures and overall context showing the adjacent lots and
neighborhood. lot and any existing buildings on the lot or adjoining lots;
• For rehabilitation or repair, detailed drawings are required of proposed modifications to the
structure. Photographs of the existing building are required along with specifications and/or
samples of exterior materials (such as siding, roofing, doors, windows, and ornamentation);.
• For paint removal, a description is needed of the proposed methods for paint removal from
the building material;.
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• For fences, scale drawings and a copy of the plat of the lotsurvey are required which show the
proposed location of the fence, height, style, material, thickness or and spacing and what the
fence will look like. Photographs of the property on which the fence is proposed and a plat of
survey are also needed.;
• For signs, scale drawings of the sign are required to show the size of the sign and its lettering.
Drawings, a copy of the plat of survey or and photographs are also needed showing the sign
location on the building or site. Color samples should must also be submitted.;
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• For parking areas, driveways, or parking lots, a plat of survey is required which show the
location and layout of the parking lot and landscaping. The drawings shall clearly indicate the
dimensions of the parking stall(s) drive aisles, and setbacks. Information on the plants proposed
for the landscaping should must also be submitted.;
• For demolition, photographs of the building proposed for demolition are required along with
a statement describing the reasons for demolition and proposed use of the site.
COA Review: Review of work by Staff or Design Review Subcommittee
Upon receipt of the COA, the Commission's staff or the Heritage Commission's Design Review
Subcommittee will review the application. In most cases a COA can be obtained in one day
depending on the nature of the proposed work. In some cases it may be necessary to schedule
a site visit with the Commission's staff to discuss your project and answer any questions about
the COA. The staff will advise you on whether or not your plans meet the design guidelines. If
there is a conflict between your plans and the guidelines, the staff can offer advice on how to
modify them to meet the guidelines.

If the Commission's staff feels the work requires additional review, the COA shall be presented
before the Heritage Commission’s Design Review Subcommittee of the Commission at the next
scheduled meeting. The applicant will be notified of the date, time, and location of the meeting.
•

Upon approval, the staff issues the COA which includes a list of approved work.
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•
Applicants have the right and are invited to attend or be represented at the meeting, to
present information, and to ask questions of the subcommittee. In addition, applicants will
receive written notification of the approval or denial of the application. A denied application
may require additional information, clarification, or modification. The Planning & Preservation
CoordinatorHistoric Preservation Planner may be able to assist you with design details. A
modified Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) application may also be resubmitted at any time.
There is no fee for re-submittal. The right to appeal the decision to the Heritage Commission or
to the city City council Council is also available. Appeals can be based on economic hardship or
unusual or compelling circumstances.
C. Obtain a Building Permit and Begin Work
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Building permits (if required) are available at the Community Development Department in City
Hall at 150 Dexter Court. If your plans change while work is in progress, contact the Program
ManagerHistoric Preservation Planner (847-931-59246004) BEFORE undertaking a change or
departure from the COA. Undertaken work which is different from the original COA approval or
beyond its scope requires approval from the Commission Design Review Subcommittee or staff.
If a violation of the COA is discovered or reported to the staff, penalties may include fines or
restoration of the building or site's appearance prior to the violation.
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The guidelines are organized alphabetically according to type of work. To use them, applicants
should list each type of work they plan to do on a building or property and check the applicable
guidelines. Exceptions to the guidelines can be made by the Commission Design Review
Subcommittee if applicants demonstrate that the proposed work will be appropriate based on
historical evidence and documentation in the context of the particular structure.
Help is Available - Assistance is available to help owners or other applicants plan and design
projects or improvements to meet the design guidelines. The Elgin Heritage Commission's staff
is available for free consultations. Contact the office of the Program Manager at City Hall (847931-5924). You may contact the Historic Preservation Planner at 847-931+-6004 to schedule an
appointment.
And Thanks! - Improvements are constantly taking place in the locally designated districts
thanks to the efforts of property owners and residents. This improves the quality of life for
everyone and the City of Elgin. The Elgin Heritage Commission appreciates your good work.

HISTORY OF ELGIN
General Narrative
OVERVIEW OF THE CITY
The City of Elgin (estimated 2005 2015 population 102,163112,111) is located on the Fox River
in northeastern Illinois approximately 40 miles northwest of the city of Chicago. Elgin developed
on gently rolling hills along both sides of the Fox River. Today, the city encompasses
approximately 24 square miles and is considered part of the Metropolitan Chicago area.
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The first Anglo-European settler in Elgin was Hezekiah Gifford who first arrived in 1834 and
returned with his brother James Gifford in April of 1835 to permanently settle in the area.
Other families soon followed and by 1837 a dam was built across the Fox River to provide
power for grist mills. The original town plat was recorded by James Gifford in 1842. The town
benefited from being along the major east-west route between Galena and Chicago. A stage
coach line ran through Elgin between these two cities and the Galena and Chicago Union
Railroad was completed through Elgin in 1850.

The coming of the railroad spurred growth and development in the community. One of the
major industries of the city had its origin in these years as Elgin became a major dairy center for
the region. Throughout the 1850s Elgin shipped train cars of milk into Chicago and in the 1860s
Gail Borden opened a condensed milk plant in Elgin. During the late nineteenth century other
creameries and butter manufacturers joined the Borden milk plant in Elgin.
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In addition to the dairy industry, the coming of the Elgin National Watch Company had a major
effect on the growth of the city in the late 19th century. This company founded its operations in
Elgin in 1866 and produced its first watch in 1867. The company was the largest producer of
watches in America and became the largest watch factory in the world. From the 1870s to the
1890s the growth of employment in the watch factory more than doubled as did the population
of Elgin. By 1890 the city's population had risen to 17,823 residents.
By the early 20th century, Elgin was a prosperous community with a wide variety of industries
and businesses. This prosperity was reflected in the many fine homes built during these years
and the rapid expansion of Elgin on both sides of the Fox River. Limestone quarries located
south of Elgin near the Fox River supplied much of the stone used in building construction at
the turn of the century. Many dwellings in Elgin boast fine cut limestone foundations and
accent and trim work. Clay deposits along the river also provided a readily accessible material
for brick manufacturing.
In addition to the residential area, Elgin also boasted a busy commercial area and various
industries adjacent to the Fox River. Although the Elgin National Watch Company complex was

razed in the 1960s, many other important commercial and industrial buildings remain extant. In
recent years, the city has promoted the revitalization of its downtown area and is now funding
a variety of civic and historic preservation efforts.
THE ELGIN HISTORIC DISTRICT
Designated 1981
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The Elgin Historic District contains part of the original plat of Elgin which was laid out in 1842 by
James Gifford. Land within the district was completely platted by 1859 with streets laid out in a
modified grid pattern. The Elgin Historic District contains an excellent collection of late-19th
and early 20th century residential architecture. Located to the east of the downtown area, lots
were platted as early as the 1840s. Construction within this area was limited until after the Civil
War. Many of the dwellings were erected during the boom years of the 1880s and 1890s when
Elgin prospered as a result of the growth of the Elgin National Watch Company. Between 1879
and 1891, this company grew from 840 to more than 3,000 employees. Many of the company's
foremen and managers built large two-story frame dwellings along the streets in the
neighborhood. By 1892, more than 400 buildings had been constructed within the present
boundaries of the historic district.
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In addition to the homes for the city's middle and upper class residents, the district was also the
home to many of the factory workers and their families. A number of multi-family brick
apartment buildings or "flats" were constructed in the district in the 1880s and 1890s. Most of
these were built along E. Chicago and other streets in the western section of the district. These
brick buildings are illustrative of the rapidly urbanizing character of Elgin at the turn of the
century.
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The west section of the historic district also became the home of several of the city's most
prominent churches. At the northwest corner of Gifford and Fulton Street is St. Mary's Church
constructed between 1896 and 1899 in the Gothic Revival style. When it was built, this was the
most costly church constructed in Elgin. Another prominent church in the district is the
Universalist Church at the corner of Villa and DuPage Streets. This brick church was completed
in 1892 and was designed to resemble from above a pocket watch enclosed in a case. This
church was listed on the National Register in 1980.
Gifford Park is the city's first public park and it was laid out by James Gifford in his 1844
addition. The park was later enlarged in the 1850s. The park has been an amenity in the district
since the mid-19th century and it was landscaped and equipped as a playing area in 1980.
In the early 1850s the dream of building a school became a reality as a board of trustees laid
the foundations for an academy in 1848. This building was completed in 1855-56 and became
known as "Old Main." The three-story brick building was designed in the Greek Revival style

with a large portico on the primary facade and a bell tower at the roofline. The building was
damaged by fire in 1911 and the upper floor rebuilt. The building was used as a school until
1969 and in 1976 a fund drive to restore the building was initiated. Much of the building's
original appearance was restored including the original roof form and bell tower. In 1987, the
building opened as a museum operated by the Elgin Area Historical Society.

THE SPRING/DOUGLAS HISTORIC DISTRICT
Designated 1996
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Although much of the Elgin Historic District was developed by 1900, construction continued
well into the early 20th century. Architectural forms such as American Foursquare and
Bungalow dwellings were constructed in these years and by 1930 few vacant lots remained in
the area. In recent decades demolition and new construction has been limited on most blocks
and the district contains a remarkably homogenous collection of 19th and early 20th century
dwellings. The significance of this area was recognized in 1983 when it was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. Many of the dwellings within the district have been well
maintained and there is renewed interest in preserving the district's architectural character.

The Spring/Douglas Historic District is located in the north section of Elgin on the east side of
the Fox River. The district encompasses both sides of Spring Street and Douglas Avenue for a
distance of twelve blocks. These two streets run parallel to each other northward from the
downtown area. The district terminates north of River Bluff Road.
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Like much of the city, this historic district developed during Elgin's boom years of the late 19th
century. Much of this land was platted and subdivided in the 1840s and 1850s and the earliest
remaining dwellings in the district date to just before the Civil War. The growth of the city's
dairy industry and the establishment of the Elgin National Watch Company resulted in a
dramatic increase in Elgin's population towards the end of the century. Housing construction
moved northward from the downtown area and by 1890 an electric streetcar line ran up
Douglas Avenue. Dozens of homes were built on these two streets which reflected the popular
national architectural trends of the period including the Queen Anne and related styles.
Douglas Avenue was called "Elgin's Fashionable Avenue" by a local newspaper in 1884 and it
was home to many of the city's leading citizens. Numerous large dwellings were also built on
Spring Street and this section of the city was one of the preferred residential areas of the turn
of the century. In addition to the residential construction, the Sherman Hospital was built just
east of Spring Street during the 1890s. This hospital complex greatly expanded in the next
century and today is an important institutional landmark adjacent to the district.
The district continued to develop in the early 20th century and many fine Colonial Revival and
Prairie style dwellings were built in the years just before and after World War I. Both streets

were largely developed by 1930 and only a few buildings were constructed after this period.
The Spring/Douglas Historic District continues to contain some of Elgin's finest historic
architecture and it remains an attractive residential section of the city.
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH HISTORIC DISTRICT
Designated 1997
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Just south of Elgin's downtown is the section of town most closely associated with the Elgin
National Watch Company. The company established in 1864 built its factory on a 35 acre site on
the east bank of the Fox River just south of downtown. Housing for watch factory workers was
provided through land purchased by the company for the construction of cottages, and through
the construction of National House, a boarding house for single workers. At its peak in 1919, it
contained 350 rooms. The structure was unfortunately demolished in 1932.
With the doubling of the size of the company by 1880, many new houses were constructed
around the factor by employees of the company. Most of these were simple vernacular house
types such as Gable Front cottages, Gable Ells, or Upright and Wings. Of the high style buildings
most were Italianate with some Greek Revival and Second Empire.

Construction reached its peak during the prosperous years of the company till 1920 when many
new structures were built.
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Notable structures within the district are the Watch Company Observatory, which set the time
for clocks and watches by the stars, the Watch Factory Depot, already restored by the City of
Elgin, Fire Barn #5, and the Illinois National Guard Armory.
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THE D.C. COOK/LOVELL AREA HISTORIC DISTRICT
Designated 2007

The D.C. Cook/Lovell Area Historic District comprises part of Home in the Woods Subdivision
established in 1926, David C. Cook’s Addition established in1901, Lovell’s Grove Addition
established in 1893, Pillinger’s Subdivision, Lovell’s Subdivision of Lovell’s Addition established
in 1913, (Lovell’s Addition was established in 1868) and Towner’s Subdivision established in
1862.
The district is associated with David C. Cook who is credited with established the David C. Cook
Publishing Company. The company was established in Chicago in 1875, moved to Elgin in 1882,
and finally to its present 8 acre location along the Fox River in 1901. The company was a
publisher of religious texts. The portion of David C. Cook’s Addition within the district includes
the residential lots and a park (Esmeralda Park) located opposite the publishing house.

The district is also associated with Vincent Lovell, an early settler in Elgin who owned lands
North of Jefferson Avenue. Lovell, a merchant, came to Elgin in 1837 and bought 160 acres
extending east from the Fox River. Lovell was one of the small group that was granted the
charter for Elgin Academy in 1839. The school did not open until 1856, after Lovell’s death. His
wife Lucy, a teacher, became a benefactor of the Academy, and saw to it that her two sons
were well educated. With her son Vincent S. (a later mayor of Elgin between 1887-1889), she
began subdividing family lands in 1868, particularly those west of Spring Street and to the areas
north and south of Lincoln Street.
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The district embodies very fine examples of the Queen Anne, Craftsman and Craftsman
Bungalow, Prairie, Tudor Revival, Colonial Revival, Dutch Colonial Revival, Classical Revival,
Renaissance Revival, and Cape Cod styles. A few later Mid-Century Modern examples in the
Ranch and Split Level Raised Ranch also exist. The building types that existing within the
proposed district include the Front and Side Gable Houses, the Mail-Order Bungalow, the
Gambrel Cottage, and the American Foursquare.
THE ELGIN BUNGALOW THEMATIC HISTORIC DISTRICT
Designated 2015
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The Elgin Bungalow Thematic Historic District boundaries are not limited to a specific area but is
city-wide, allowing any property that meets the following criteria to be eligible for inclusion into
the district. The bungalows that are approved for inclusion will be subject to the same
restrictions and benefits as existing locally landmarked and historic district properties.
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The bungalow emerged in the early 1900s as part of a move away from the pretense and
formality of the Victorian period, a renewed interest in the natural sciences, a reaction against
growing industrialization, and embracing a new, authentic craftsmanship and a simpler way of
living. These homes could be built quickly and inexpensively reflecting the changing times. At its
simplest, a bungalow is defined as a one and half story house with a low-pitched roof and front
porch. Many bungalows can be identified with an architectural style. A defined style is not
necessary for inclusion in the district but, when present, gives added luster to the structure.
Over the course of two years (2013-2015) staff, volunteers, and consultants for the City of Elgin
have identified over 2,000 examples of bungalows within the City limits. Many of these were
found throughout the older neighborhoods of the city.
The Historic Elgin Bungalow Organization began with the receipt of a grant from the Richard H.
Driehaus Foundation that helped fund the production of informative brochures. This campaign
ultimately led to an initial bungalow survey conducted by Allen+Pepa Architects.

Formatted: No underline

Bungalows designated within this district include: 121 Monroe Street, 903 Cedar Avenue, 356
Jewett Street, 408 Orange Street, 841 Bellevue Avenue, 1023 Bellevue Avenue and 674 S.
Liberty Street.

Formatted: Underline

CITY LANDMARKS
In addition to the locally designated districts, the design guidelines also apply to locally
designated landmarks. These properties are as follows:
Lord's Park Pavilion, 100 Oakwood Boulevard -Dedicated in 1898, this frame park
pavilion was constructed as a focal point for Lord's Park on the eastern edge of the
city. The park was a gift from George P. and Mary E. Lord to provide outdoor
enjoyment and recreation for the residents of Elgin. The building has been
rehabilitated and well maintained by the city.

2

Fire Barn No. 5, 533 St. Charles Street -Commissioned in 1904, Elgin's last fire barn
was designed by Smith Hoag in the Classical Revival style. The first floor housed the
horses and fire fighting equipment while the second floor housed the firefighters.
The building was decommissioned in 1991 and is presently used as a museum.

3

Lord Memorial Museum, 225 Grand Boulevard -Designed by D. E. Postle in the Neoclassical style, the museum was built in 1907. The museum is located in Lord's Park
and was the final gift of George P. and Mary E. Lord to the people of Elgin.

4

Elgin National Watch Company Observatory, 312 Watch Street - Built in 1910, the
observatory's purpose was to record and transmit precise time from the movement
of the stars to the Elgin National Watch Factory. The building was deeded from this
company to the city in 1960.

5

Fire Barn No. 3, 820 Dundee Avenue - Built for horse-drawn apparatus in 1896, this
fire barn was also designed by Smith Hoag.
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6 Teeple Barn, 1707 North Randall Road. Completed in 1885, this massive balloonframed barn was designed for dairy farmer Lester Teeple by Elgin architect W.W.
Abell. The only 16-sided barn recorded in Illinois, it was designated an Elgin historic
landmark in May, 1998. It was destroyed by a wind storm in 2007.
76

The Professional Building, 164 Division Street. Completed in 1928, this Gothic Style
building was designed as offices for doctors, lawyers, insurance agencies, and
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dentists. The eighth floor was originally occupied by the Union League Club, which
maintained a luxurious dining facility and huge fireplace. The Professional Building
was designated a local historic landmark in August, 1998.
The Elgin Tower Building, 100 East Chicago Street. Completed in 1929 by the St.
Louis Bank Building & Equipment Company, this 15 story 186 foot Art Deco building
was designed to house Home National Bank & Home Trust and Savings Bank. Gray
granite and Bedford Indiana limestone are used on the exterior surfaces. The Elgin
Tower Building was designated a local historic landmark in August, 1998.

98

The Ora Pelton Residence, 214 South State Street. Designed and constructed in 1889
by local architect Gilbert M. Turnbull, this Stick Style home with Eastlake detailing
was commissioned by Dr. Ora L. Pelton, Sr., a highly esteemed physician in both
Elgin and Kane County. The house was designated a local historic landmark in
September, 1998.

109

The Lovell House, 600 Margaret Place. Constructed in 1886 by local builder Henry
Jensen, the Stick Style home with Eastlake characteristics was originally owned by
Vincent Smith Lovell, former mayor of Elgin (1887-1889). The Lovell House was
designated a local historic landmark in December, 2001.
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1110 The Charles and Louisa Bushe Home, 616 Park Street. Designed by two of Elgin’s
notable architects, Gilbert M. Turnbull and David E. Postle, the Queen Anne Free
Classic Style home was constructed in 1892 by local builder Charles Giertz. The
Charles and Louisa Busche Home was designated a local historic landmark in April,
2003.

1211 The Thomas P. and Emma Matters Estate, 636 Park Street. Constructed in 1903, the
Queen Anne Free Classic Style home was originally owned by Thomas P. Matters, the
proprietor of the Matters Tubular Well Company. The Thomas P. & Emma Matters
Estate was designated a local historic landmark in April, 2003.
1312 The Alexander and Margaret McTavish House, 650Park Street. Constructed in 1922,
the Colonial Revival Style home was originally owned by Alexander McTavish, a local
carpenter and contractor for Steven Smith who built many of the homes in the
Lord’s Park Neighborhood. The Alexander & Margaret McTavish House was
designated a local historic landmark in April, 2003.

1413 The Larkin Center, 1212 Larkin Avenue. Designed by Elgin architect, George Morris,
the Colonial Revival Style building, originally known as the “Larkin Home for
Children” was constructed in 1911. It is named in memory of Sarah A. Larkin, mother
of Cyrus Larkin, a local politician and farmer, who first donated property to start the
home. The property was designated as a local historic landmark in April, 2004.
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1514 The McClure Mansion, 770 West Highland Avenue. Built by Martin Bullard, a local
carpenter and builder, the Shingle Style home was constructed in 1891 for Finla
Lawrence McClure and later altered by noted Elgin architect, W. Wright Abell in
1901 for Willis L. Black. The McClure Mansion was designated a local historic
landmark in January, 2005.
The Traub House, 625 Lillie Street. Constructed ca. 1892, the Colonial Revival Style
house was originally built for Fred Traub, a local businessman credited with opening
the first bakery in Elgin at 61 Douglas Avenue in 1889, and a second one at 8 North
State Street. The Traub house was designated a local historic landmark in May, 2005.

16

Wing Park Golf Course – 1000 Wing Street (Landmarked 2008) - Designed in 1908 by
Thomas Bendelow, the Johnny Appleseed of American Golf Course design, Wing
Park Golf Course is the oldest operating public golf course in the State of Illinois.

17

The Lamming House – 324 Franklin Boulevard (Landmarked 2008) - Constructed
around 1855, the Italianate style house was built for William & Sarah Lamming.
William was a brick and stone mason responsible for the construction of many
homes in early Elgin.

18

The Wilcox House – 327 W. Chicago Street (Landmarked 2009) - Constructed around
1892, 327 W. Chicago Street was built for Sylvanus Wilcox, and designed by notable,
Elgin architect, W. Wright Abell.

19

The Kemler House– 703 Raymond Street (Landmarked 2009) - Constructed around
1892, the Queen Anne style house was built for Paul Kemler. Kemler was a Civil War
Veteran and served under General Grant. He also served as a policeman in Chicago
during the Great Chicago Fire and then managed the Washington House Hotel in
Elgin for 17 years.

20

The Sawyer Mansion– 806 W. Highland Avenue (Landmarked 2011) - Designed by W.
Wright Abell in 1894, the Queen Anne style house was built for William G. and
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Augusta D. Sawyer. William was a big business man who was a member of the Kane
County board of supervisors and held several private businesses.
21

The Alfred Bosworth Mansion– 705 W. Highland Avenue (Landmarked 2014) Constructed in 1894, the Queen Anne style house was built for Alfred Bosworth and
designed by notable Elgin architect, Smith Hoag and built by Henry Jensen. Bosworth
was a cashier and later President of the Federal National Bank in Elgin.
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1622 The Wing Mansion– 972 W. Highland Avenue (Landmarked 2017) - Constructed in
1891, this Eastlake - Queen Anne Style house was built for William and Abby Wing,
who contributed greatly to Elgin's development in the 19th century. At the time, the
home was considered the most elegant home in the Fox Valley designed by notable
architect, Smith Hoag.
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[The primary sources for this information comes from: "The Elgin Historic District" by E.C. Alft,
published by the Elgin Area Historical Society and Gifford Park Association in 1980; the "Elgin
Historic District" National Register Nomination on file with the City of Elgin prepared in 1983,
and; the "Completion Report for an Architectural/Historical Survey of Douglas Avenue/Spring
Street Corridor, Elgin, Illinois, 1995" prepared for the City of Elgin by Charles Kirchner and
Associates, and revised by Historic Certification Consultants; and “The Elgin National Watch
Historic District, A Summary and inventory,” by Historic Certification Consultants, 1998]

REHABILITATION & RESTORATION
ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS AND FEATURES
(INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: GINGERBREAD VERGE BOARDS, EAVES, BRACKETS,
DENTILS, TERRA COTTA, CORNICES, MOLDINGS, TRIM WORK, SHINGLES, COLUMNS, PILASTERS,
BALUSTERS, CLAPBOARD, SHINGLE AND STUCCO SURFACES, OR ANY DECORATIVE OR
CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES)
General Narrative
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Elgin's historic dwellings display a wide variety of architectural features and detailing. These
details are essential in defining a property's architectural style and period of construction.
Original architectural features and detailing should be preserved and maintained. If the details
need to be replaced, the new materials should match the original as closely as possible.
Guidelines

should be repaired rather than replaced.
should not be removed or altered if original to the building.
should not be covered or concealed with vinyl, aluminum or other substitute material.
should not be added unless there is physical, pictorial, or historical evidence that such
features were original to the house or consistent with the style which would allow them
to be added to the house. These features should match the original in materials, scale,
location, proportions, form, and detailing.

AWNINGS
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General Narrative
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Canvas awnings were often applied to windows, doors, and porches to provide shade during
the summer. Awnings fell out of favor following the introduction of air conditioning. However,
in recent years the popularity of awnings has increased due to their attractiveness and energy
savings. The application of canvas or acrylic awnings is appropriate for Elgin's historic dwellings.
Awnings may not be appropriate for all window locations. If you are considering adding
awnings to your older house, avoid using modern, metal awnings, since they bear little
resemblance to historic canvas awnings. Select an awning style that is appropriate for your
older house.
Guidelines

CHIMNEYS
General Narrative
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A. should be designed for traditional locations such as over windows and doors or attached
to porches.
B. should be of canvas, or similar woven material.
C. should be attached with care to prevent unnecessary damage of original details and
materials.
D. should be of colors to compliment the dwelling.
E. should fit the opening to which they are applied. Rectangular window and door
openings should have straight across shed type awnings, not bubble or curved forms.
Awnings over arched windows should have curved or rounded awnings to match the
opening.
F. should only be applied when evidence suggests.
G. should not cover or conceal significant architectural details such as window hood
molding

Chimneys often feature decorative brickwork or designs which are part of a dwelling's
architectural character. Many exterior wall chimneys in Elgin are essential features to a
dwelling's overall design. Chimneys should be maintained and preserved in accordance with the
brick, masonry and mortar guidelines.
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The most common roof problems arise due to poor flashing. Often, flashing develops leaks
before the roofing material does.

Guidelines

D

The most complex flashing problem is to make a water-tight joint between a chimney and a
shingle roof. Chimney flashing is often damaged, badly installed, or missing altogether. The
most appropriate material for metal flashing is cold-rolled copper, or the easier to use, soft
tempered copper. If there is a concern for the green stains from copper, lead-coated copper
may be used.

A. should not be removed or altered, if original.
A.B.
should be rebuilt to match the original design and materials, if rebuilding is
required.
B.C.
should be cleaned and repointed in accordance with masonry guidelines to
match the original in materials, colors, shape, and brick pattern. Mortar shall be a soft
type of mortar, Type S or N, as the use of Portland Cement mortar can damage the

DOORS AND DOOR FEATURES
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General Narrative
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brick. Chimneys that have been extensively repointed resulting in mismatched colors
and textures may be painted in brick colors such as dark red or brown.
C.D.
should have clay, slate, or stone caps. Metal caps may be acceptable if they are
minimally visible.
D.E.
should have proper flashing at the point where they meet the roof.
 Metal flashing should be used instead of the application of caulking material or
bituminous coating, which can deteriorate due to weathering and allow moisture
damage.
 Metal flashing around a chimney should consist of both the base flashing and
the counter (cap) flashing that should overlap the base by at least 4 inches.
 Flashing should be step flashing, not box flashing.
E.F. should have corbelling or minimal detailing, if appropriate.
F.G.
should be constructed properly, using red brick in traditional dimensions, if
applicable.
G.H.
should involve tie rods incorporating decorative designs appropriate to the
house, if applicable.
H. should not be removed or altered if original.
I. should not be covered with stucco or other materials.
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Doors and door surrounds are highly visible and significant in defining the style and character of
a dwelling. Original doors, door surrounds, and hardware should be preserved and maintained.
Original features should be repaired rather than replaced.
Doors available from most wholesale hardware stores generally are not appropriate for front
entrances. The majority of these doors do not have panels or glass lights which match historic
door designs.
Original doors should not be thrown out. They should be kept in the basement or be made
available for salvage.
Guidelines
A. should not be removed or altered, if original.
B. If original, should not be removed at fronts and sides of dwellings.
C. If replacement is required, the original size of the door opening shall not be enlarged or
reduced in height or width.

General Narrative
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SCREENS AND STORM DOORS
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A.D.
If replacement is required, the door(s) should be replaced with new doors
appropriate for the style and period of the dwelling. Replacement doors should be
similar in design to the original in style, glazing (type of glass and area) and lights (pane
configuration). Wood or solid core fiberglass (smooth) is acceptable materials for use in
replacement doors.
B.E.
should be constructed of solid wood panels, such as the four-panel Homestead
or Italianate design may be used on the front if appropriate to the style of the house.
C.F.should involve glazing in clear etched or beveled glass as appropriate to the style of the
house, if applicable.
D.G.
should only involve artificial materials such as “lexan” or other acrylic based
materials, if applicable. If the glass needs to be replaced due to damage, it must be
replaced with glass (tempered, if applicable); lexan or other acrylic based materials are
not appropriate.
E. should not be removed or altered. The original size of the door opening should not be
enlarged, reduced, or shortened in height.
F.H.
should not be replaced by doors with new designs, especially those at the front
entrance or at side entrances which are readily visible from the street.
G.I. should not be added at locations where they did not originally exist. If needed to meet
safety codes or to enhance the use of a property, doors should be added at the rear or
sides of dwellings where they would not be readily visible.
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Screen and storm doors can be appropriate for historic dwellings. New screen doors should
preferably be full view design or with minimal structural dividers to retain the visibility of the
historic door behind the screen door.
Storm doors can assist in lowering energy costs. Doors should be of a color complementary to
the house. "Raw" or shiny aluminum doors should be avoided unless appropriate to the era of
the house.
Consistency of style around the house is encouraged.
Guidelines
A. should be correctly sized to fit the entrance opening. Door openings should not be
enlarged, reduced, or shortened for new door installation.
B. screen doors should be preserved and maintained, if original.

C. should preferably be made of wood, but aluminum full-view design with baked-on
enamel or anodized finish in colors complementary to the house are also acceptable, if
new combination storm and screen doors are required. A kick plate may be used in
combination with storm and screen door, with a maximum height of twelve inches.
D. should not involve ornamentation on storm door, unless appropriate to the era of the
house.

SECURITY DOORS AND GATES
General Narrative

Guidelines
SECURITY DOORS
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Security doors are non-historic additions to dwellings. While the installation of security doors
on fronts of buildings is discouraged, they may be installed if they are full view design and have
minimal structural framing to allow the viewing of most of the historic door behind them.
Ornate security doors with extensive grillwork or decorative detailing are not appropriate for
entrances on the fronts of dwellings. The addition of security doors on the rear or sides of
dwellings which are not readily visible is acceptable.
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A. should be full view design or have minimal structural framework to allow for the viewing
of the historic door behind them, if installed on the front door. Security doors in steel
clad designs should be used only at side or rear entrances which are not readily visible
from the street. These doors are encouraged to be of traditional designs, although doors
which are not readily visible may have more extensive structural framework than would
be acceptable for front doors.
B. should be correctly sized to fit the entrance opening. Door openings should not be
enlarged, reduced, or shortened for new door installation.
SECURITY GATES

C. should not appear in the Historic District.

FOUNDATIONS
General Narrative

Most Elgin dwellings have stone or concrete foundation, with stone or concrete bands above
them known as water tables. The repointing and repair of foundations should follow masonry
guidelines.
In many cases, foundations on buildings contain openings for windows. These should be
maintained in an operable condition so as to allow for the ventilation of the basement to
prevent the buildup of moisture and subsequent mold.
In some cases, a basement may be approved for use as living space and a window may need to
be converted to an opening for egress.
Guidelines
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FOUNDATION WINDOWS
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A. should be cleaned, repaired, or repointed according to masonry guidelines
B. should be parged or stuccoed if the brick and/or mortar is mismatched or
inappropriately repaired. Parging material must be out of a soft type mortar mixture
and not be of Portland cement.
C. should not be concealed with concrete block, plywood panels, corrugated metal, or
other non-original materials.
D. should not be altered and original designs should be retained. If removal of sections of
the foundation is required, such as for mechanical unit installation, removal should
occur at the rear facade or non-readily visible side facades
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A. should be maintained in an operable condition and repaired where necessary. Windows
should not be enclosed, boarded up with plywood panels or corrugated metal, or be
concealed with masonry, glass block, or concrete block.

GARAGES, CARRIAGE HOUSES AND OUTBUILDINGS
General Narrative

Elgin's historic districts contain a wide variety of 19th and early 20th century outbuildings
including servant's quarters, sheds, carriage houses, and automobile garages. These buildings
add to the district's character and many have notable architectural significance. These buildings
were often built with construction techniques and materials to match the dwelling. These
buildings should be preserved and maintained.

Replacement garage doors are available in many designs and material, and can even be custom
built to replicate the design of a traditional door using all the modern hardware of an overhead
door.
Many metal garage doors are also available with a solid or hollow core, depending upon the
strength and durability desired. Generally, solid core metal doors are stronger and more
durable than hollow core metal doors.
NOTE: For new garages, see New Construction guidelines.
Guidelines
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A. should be preserved and maintained. Original features should be repaired to match the
original, as close as possible.
B. should not be moved or relocated to another part of the lot, if original to the property.
B.C.
Should not be hidden or obscured by a new accessory structure.
GARAGE DOORS

D
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C.D.
If original or has gained significance over time, should be maintained to the
greatest extent possible, but may be retrofitted with modern hardware and custom
garage door openers. If the original doors are missing or too deteriorated to repair, they
should be replaced with new doors that fit the original opening and are appropriate to
the design and period of construction of the garage.
D.E.
should be raised panel designs, with a solid core, if proposed to be in metal
designs. Flush design doors (without raised panels) unless retrofitted to look like
traditional doors and hollow core metal doors should be avoided when possible.
E.F. if windows are necessary, they should be simple in design with clear glass. Muntins in a
simple design may also be used. The use of ornamental stained glass and openings in
decorative shapes such as sunbursts and oval designs are not permitted.
F.G.
should have painted metal panel doors to match the house in a color
appropriate to the period of the house.

GUTTERS AND DOWNSPOUTS
General Narrative
Traditionally, half round gutters were used on most roofs with extended eaves, since they did
not conceal any decorative features on the fascia such as crown molding or exposed rafters.

Modern construction has fascia without this molding that is more conducive to K-Style or ogee
gutters and so should be avoided.
Gutters and downspouts should be regularly cleaned and maintained. If new gutters are
required, half-round designs are the most historically accurate.
Gutters are necessary to be installed over paved areas that are susceptible to water run-off
from the roof.
Guidelines
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A. should be repaired rather than replaced if possible.
B. should be located away from significant architectural features on the front of the
building.
C. should provide proper drainage through use of downspouts and splash blocks to avoid
water damage to the building. Round downspouts are more appropriate than
rectangular forms; however, rectangular forms are also acceptable.
D. should be designed to channel the water as far away from the dwelling as possible.
Downspouts should extend at least 4 to 6 feet, or utilize a splash block.
E. should be half-round rather than "K" or ogee, is of hang-on type. Ogee is permissible if
fascia is vertical
F. should have straps nailed under, not on top, of roofing material. Metal flashing should
also be properly installed so as not to conceal any crown molding in the roof eaves.
G. should not result in the removal of existing eave features.
H. should be sized proportionate to the building. Gutters and downspouts should not
exceed 6".
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LIGHTING FOR PORCHES AND EXTERIOR WALLS
General Narrative

Many of Elgin's dwellings retain original exterior wall and porch ceiling light fixtures. Distinctive
tinted globes and the "box" shaped fixtures for Craftsman/ Bungalows are part of a building's
character and should be preserved and maintained. If the original light fixtures are missing,
light fixtures with simple designs and detailing are preferred to large, ornate colonial or
"Williamsburg" style fixtures. Many companies now provide light fixtures based upon historic
designs and the addition of these types of period fixtures is appropriate and encouraged.
Guidelines
FIXTURES

A. should be preserved and maintained, if original.
B. should be compatible with the style, scale, and period of the structure, based on
traditional designs of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and mounted on porch
ceilings or adjacent to entrances.
C. should be compatible with the character of the house, if a freestanding fixture.
FLOOD/FOOT LIGHTS
D. should be mounted on rear or sides of dwellings rather than on the front.
E. should be small, simple in design, and their number kept to a minimum where readily
visible. Commercial grapple lamps, such as mercury sodium or metal halides, are
discouraged.

General Narrative
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MASONRY: BRICK, LIMESTONE BLOCK, COBBLESTONE (OTHER THAN FOUNDATIONS)

D

Guidelines

R

Many of Elgin’s dwellings are of brick or brick veneer construction. If well maintained, brick can
last indefinitely. The most important points in brick wall preservation are to keep out water and
to use an appropriate mortar mix when repair is needed. Most pre-1920 dwellings in the
districts have soft mortars and require similar mortar compounds when repoints or repairing.
The use of hard mortars like Portland cement can cause the brick to crack and break when it
can’t expand and contract with hot and cold weather. Portland cement was used for dwellings
after 1920 and generally this type of hard mortar will be appropriate for dwellings from this
period. Abrasive cleaning methods such as sandblasting or water blasting should not be used
since it erodes the outer skin of the brick causing water to get inside. Low pressure cleaning at
garden hose pressure using water or detergents is best for cleaning Elgin’s brick dwellings.

A. should be preserved and maintained, if original.
B. Should be cleaned only if there are major stains or paint build-up. If the staining or dirt
is limited, it may be best to leave it alone. Do not introduce water or chemicals into
brick walls.
C. Should be cleaned with detergent cleansers if the brick walls are stained. If you wish to
remove paint from brick, the use of chemical removers is appropriate. This is a job that
usually requires professionals. Information concerning the use of chemical paint
removal products can be found in Chapter 13.
D. Should be repaired carefully to match the original brickwork and mortar, using hand
tools, not electric power saws, to remove mortar, if repairs are necessary.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
General Narrative
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E. Should have repointing (fixing the mortar between the bricks) that matches the original
brick and mortar regarding width, depth, color, raking profile, composition, and texture.
Repointing should never be done with Portland cement or other hard mortars unless
these mortar compounds are original to the dwelling. For more pre-1920 dwellings, use
soft mortars to match the original composition. If the original composition cannot be
determined, use a historic compound such as one part lime and two parts sand.
F. Should not be sandblasted or subjected to any kind of abrasive cleaning. Brick should
never be cleaned with high pressure water which exceeds 300 pounds per square inch.
G. Should not be coated with silicone-based water sealants. Water sealants or water
repellents generally have the effect of keeping interior moisture from evaporating
through the walls and thereby damaging the brick.
H. Should not be painted unless the brick and mortar is extremely mismatched from earlier
repairs or patching. Previously sandblasted brick or brick in poor condition may be
painted to provide a sealing coat.
I. Should not be covered in stucco or other coating materials.
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Today's air conditioning and heating units often require condensers and other mechanical units
to be placed within a few feet of the exteriors walls of a dwelling. Heating and cooling units
should be placed at the rear or sides of dwellings not readily visible from the street. The
placement of these units at the front of dwellings is not appropriate and should be avoided.
Screening of these units on side or rear facades through shrubbery is highly recommended. In
some instances, screening with fencing or latticework is also acceptable.
Window air-conditioners should be located in windows on the rear or sides of dwellings rather
than on the front. The installation of such window units should not result in the removal or
replacement of the original window sash or surround.
Guidelines
AIR CONDITIONERS
A. should be located where they are not readily visible from the street.
B. should be screened preferably with shrubbery, but fencing or lattice panels are also
acceptable.
ELECTRICAL CONDUITS, GAS METERS, CABLE TV CONNECTIONS, DBS SATELLITE DISHES

C. should be located on the rear or side of a building. When the ability to receive a clear
signal requires the DBS satellite dish to be installed in a particular location that is readily
visible from the street, it should be placed as far from the front of the house where it
would not detract from the character of the house, and continue to receive a clear
signal.
PAINT REMOVAL AND SURFACE PREPARATION
General Narrative
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If paint is to be removed by using a heat gun, the utmost care should be taken during the
process. The use of blow torches to remove paint is not recommended as this may lead to a fire
hazard. Also, the use of abrasive sand and water blasting is not recommended permitted as the
force of the sand and water may damage the wood siding and raise the grain. In addition,
during this process, water is forced into the wood and can take a very long time to dry. Wet or
damp wood will not allow a coat of paint to properly adhere to the surface, and may
additionally cause the wood to stain due to the formation of mildew. Water may only be used
at a pressure no greater than 200 p.s.i. to remove flaking or peeling paint.
It should also be noted that unpainted masonry should be left unpainted.
Guidelines
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A. should be performed by manual scraping or by using appropriate chemical removers. A
paint shaver may be used, but with caution so as to avoid removal of wood siding
B. should be performed cautiously when removing paint through heat plates or heat guns
to avoid unnecessary damage to the wood through charring or fire.
C. should not be removed by abrasive techniques such as sand or water blasting since this
can damage the wood and introduce moisture into the building.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PAINT AND PAINT COLORS
General Narrative

The selection of paint colors does not require approval by the Commission. City staff is available
to provide recommendations for paint colors if requested. Paint charts with historic colors are
also available at most paint stores.
Consider painting the dwelling in keeping with its style and period of construction. Avoid loud,
garish, or harsh colors and bright hues and avoid too many colors on a building. Select sections
of the dwelling to highlight architectural details in contrast to the body of the dwelling. Painting
with high quality oil based or exterior latex paints will last from eight to fifteen years depending

on sunlight exposure, regular gutter and downspout maintenance, and wood surface condition
and preparation.
Guidelines
Note: this section is provided only as a recommendation for property owners on the types of
paint colors that are appropriate for use on historic buildings. Property owners are free to use
colors of their choice on the exterior of their properties.
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A. Paint should be of high quality to provide a long lasting finish.
B. Paint colors should be appropriate for the dwelling's architectural style and design:
 Italianate Style - Light colors for the body and trim.
Body -Tan, Light Brown, Beige, Light Green, Yellow
Trim and Accents -Cream, Gray, Light Brown
 Queen Anne/Second Empire/Homestead - Diversity of colors using combinations
of contrasting colors for the body and trim.
Body -Tan, Red, Green, Brown
Trim and Accents -Darker colors such as Dark Olive, Salmon, Red, Dark Brown
 Shingle - Most Shingle style dwellings were originally built with the exterior
wood shingles stained or left natural rather than painted. Most of these
dwellings in Elgin have been painted over the years and a return to the dark
browns and reds of the wood shingles is recommended.
Body -Dark Red, Brown, Dark Gray, Dark Green
Trim and Accents -Dark Green, Dark Brown
 Prairie - A return to lighter colors such as yellow and white.
Body -Light Tan, Light Yellow, Light Brown, Grays, Medium to Light Greens
Trim and Accents -Whites and Off-Whites, Cream, Brown, Blues, Greens
 Craftsman/Bungalow/Tudor Revival - Darker colors again such as earth tones.
Dark stains also used in place of paint. Brick, stone, stucco, and concrete
generally left unpainted.
Body -Brown, Green, Gray, Dark Red
Trim and Accents -Both light and dark trim colors such as Reds, Browns, Greens,
and shades of Tan
 Colonial Revival - Light colors predominate
Body -Yellow, Light Gray, Light Blue
Trim and Accents -White, Off-White, Cream
PORCHES
General Narrative
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Porch design, materials, and placement are key defining characteristics of an historic dwelling.
Original porches should be maintained and repaired where needed. Porches on the fronts of
dwellings should not be enclosed with wood or glass for additional living space. The screening
of porches on the fronts of buildings is appropriate as long as the open appearance of the porch
is maintained. If replacement of porch features is required, use materials to closely match the
original. If the original porch is missing, a new porch should be constructed based upon
photographic or physical evidence. If such evidence does not exist, base the design upon
historic porches of similar dwellings from the same time period and architectural style. In some
cases turn of the century dwellings had their original porches removed and replaced with
“modern” porches in the 1920s and 1930s which do not necessarily match the original style of
the house. If desired, these porches may be replaced with porches in keeping with the original
design; however, some of these porches have acquired significance in their own right and can
be preserved.
Enclosing porches on the front of a house or where readily visible is not appropriate or
recommended. Front porches should not be enclosed with glass, wood siding, or other
materials. Porches on the rear or sides of dwellings may be enclosed when not readily visible
from the street and if the height and shape of the porch roof is maintained.
Guidelines
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A. should be maintained in their original design with original materials and detailing.
A.B.
should not be removed if original to the dwelling.
B.C.
should be repaired or replaced to match the original in design, materials, scale,
and placement.
C.D.
should be screened only if the structural framework for the screen panels is
minimal and the open appearance of the porch is maintained. Screen panels should be
placed behind the original features such as columns or railings and should not hide
decorative details or result in the removal of original porch materials.
D.E.
should have steps of the same material as the porch floor (e.g. porches with
wood floors should also have steps made of wood, not concrete or brick).
E.F. should have poured concrete steps if the porch, patio or terrace floor is made of
concrete (see section on Porch Steps).
F.G.
should have 1x4 wood tongue and groove flooring running perpendicular to the
façade, if the porch floor is made of wood.
G.H.
should have trellises made of wood, if trellises are appropriate.
H.I. should be filled in as traditional for theshould have porch skirting that is installed to
match the type and style of the house, or withwhich may include decorative wood
framed skirting, vertical slats, or lattice panels., if open areas in the foundation exist.

I. should not be removed if original to the dwelling.
J. should not be enclosed with wood, glass, or other materials which would alter the
porch's open appearance.
PORCH COLUMNS AND RAILING
General Narrative
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Original porch columns and railings should be retained and repaired with materials to match
the original. If the original porch columns and railings are missing, replacement porch columns
and railings should be appropriate for the dwelling's architectural style and period; handrail
height and style should be determined by photographs, paint outlines, paint shadows, or similar
homes in the area.
Porch columns often deteriorate first at the bottom next to the porch floor. If this is the case,
consider sawing off the deteriorated area and replacing this section rather than replacing the
entire column.

A note on porch railing height: Traditionally, the height of porch railing was based on the height
of window sills within the porch, and ranged anywhere from 24 to 30 inches. This was done to
provide a clear view from the inside of the house.

R

However, modern building codes require that railing heights be no less than 36 inches, with an
exception for historic properties if the lower height of the porch railing is judged by the building
official to not constitute a distinct life safety hazard in accordance with the requirements of
Section 16.36.020 of the Elgin Municipal Code, 1976, as amended, creates Section 3406 102.8
of the 2000 2015 International Building Residential Code – “Historic Buildings.”
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Drawings should be provided that properly integrate the porch features with the design of the
house.
Railing height less than 36 inches high will need to be reviewed by the building official so as not
to constitute a life safety hazard.
Guidelines
A. should be preserved and maintained. Where repair is required, use materials to match
the original in dimensions and detailing.
B. should be rebuilt in historic designs if the original columns and railings have been
removed or replaced.
C. should have new balusters for the railing, if required. Porch balusters (also called
spindles) should be appropriate for the building's style and period. The height of the

railing should be in line with the window sill level, if present, and no greater than 30
inches in height.
PORCH STAIRCASES AND STEPS
General Narrative
Most of Elgin's pre-1945 dwellings were built with wood steps leading to the door or front
porch. Since steps are readily exposed to the sun and rain they require continual maintenance
and repair. In many cases the original wood steps have been removed and replaced with steps
of concrete. Concrete was widely used for porch steps after early 1900 and these original stairs
should also be repaired and retained.
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Guidelines

ROOFS
General Narrative
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A. should be retained in their original location and configuration, if original to the property.
Wood and concrete steps should be repaired with materials to match the original.
B. should be replaced with wood rather than brick or concrete, if the porch floor is made
of wood.
C. should have their tread constructed in either 5/4x12 or 2x12 lumber. The ends of the
treads should be bull-nosed and overhang the riser by no less than 1 inch.
D. Should have newel posts and balusters, treads and risers, to match original porch
construction.
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Original roof forms should be retained. If additions will affect roof forms the additions should
be added at rear or side rooflines which are not readily visible from the street. Historic roof
materials such as metal shingles, clay tiles, or slate should be repaired and preserved. If repair is
no longer practical, replacement with asphalt shingles may be considered. Sawn cedar shingles
were also a common roof material used on Elgin's older houses.
The process of saw cutting the siding/shingle at the junction of a roof and vertical wall section
to be filled in later with a tiny board is not permitted.
Guidelines
A. should be retained in their original shape and pitch, with original features (such as
cresting, chimneys, finials, cupolas, etc.), and, if possible, with original roof materials.
B. should be re-roofed with substitute materials such as asphalt or fiberglass shingles if the
original materials are no longer present or if the retention of the original roof material is

D.

E.
F.

G.

H.

General Narrative

R

ROOF SKYLIGHTS, VENTS AND DORMERS
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C.

not economically feasible. Architectural shingles shall be installed on homes that predate the 1920s. 3-Tab shingles may be appropriate dependent on age and style of the
home.
should be in appropriate colors such as dark grey, black, brown or shades of dark red;
red or green may also be appropriate for Craftsman/Bungalow period dwellings for new
asphalt or fiberglass shingled roofs.
should have sawn cedar shingles added only after a complete tear-off of the existing
roof materials is completed. This is necessary to provide adequate ventilation and
proper drying of the roof during wet conditions.
should have soldered metal panels added as the surface material, if the roof is flat. If not
readily visible, rolled composition or EPDM.
should have proper water-tight flashing at junctions between roofs and walls, around
chimneys, skylights, vent pipes, and in valleys and hips where two planes of a roof meet.
Metal flashing should be used instead of the application of caulking material or
bituminous coating, which can deteriorate due to weathering and allow moisture
damage.
Should not have new dormers, roof decks, balconies or other additions introduced on
fronts of dwellings. These types of additions may be added on the rear or sides of
dwellings where not readily visible.
Should not have split cedar shakes, in most cases.
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Skylights are often installed to help make usable space in upper floor areas or attics. The
installation of skylights is acceptable as long as they are placed on rear roof lines, behind gables
or dormers, or at other roof locations not readily visible from the street. Skylights which are
flush with the roofline or lay flat are more acceptable than those with convex or "bubble"
designs. Historically, roof windows, light wells or skylights were designed into the architecture
of the building.
Guidelines
SKYLIGHTS
A.
B.
C.
D.

should be preserved, if original to the house.
should be flat or flush with the roofline, not convex or "bubble" designs.
should have ridge treatment in ridge roll and balls on end on cedar roofs.
should not be added where they would be visible from the street. Skylights should be
placed at rear roof lines or behind gables and dormers.

VENTS
E. should be ridge vents rather than pot vents. If used, they should be sited at rear
rooflines.
DORMERS

WINDOWS
Amended guidelines passed in 2015

WINDOWS – DECORATIVE GLASS
General Narrative
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F. should be used over instead of skylights in highly visible portions of the roof.
G. should be constructed as two gables and a connector, if larger in volume.
H. should not occupy more than fifty percent of the slope of the roof of which is being
constructed and should be trimmed out in the style of the house.
H.I. They should be designed and located for as not to detract from the character of the
roof.
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Elgin's dwellings display a wide variety of decorative historic windows including materials such
as stained glass, beveled glass, leaded glass, and etched glass. These windows should be
retained and repaired to match the original design. Decorative windows should not be removed
or concealed.
Full-view storm panels may be added to provide protection from vandals and for energy
conservation.
Guidelines

A. should be preserved in their original location, size, and design with their original
materials and glass pattern.
B. should be repaired rather than replaced. Consultation with a glass specialist is
recommended when extensive repairs are needed.
C. should not be added to primary or secondary facades unless there is physical or
photographic evidence that the dwelling originally had them.
SCREEN, STORM, AND SECURITY WINDOWS

General Narrative
Screen, storm, and security windows are acceptable for historic dwellings.
Screen windows should be full view or have the meeting rail location match that of the window
behind it. Storm windows assist in lowering energy costs and should be wood full-view design
or have the central meeting rail at the same location as the historic window behind it. Windows
of dark anodized aluminum or baked enamel are preferred to those of "raw" or shiny
aluminum. Windows of raw aluminum are not acceptable unless painted to match the color of
the window sashes.
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The installation of security windows on the fronts of buildings is discouraged; however, they
may be installed if they are full-view design. Window bars should not be added to windows
which are readily visible from the street. The addition of window bars on the rear or sides of
dwellings which are not readily visible is acceptable.
Guidelines

A. should coincide at the original meeting rail, if a sash window is uneven.
SCREENS

D

STORM WINDOWS
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A. should coincide at the original meeting rail, if a sash window is uneven.
B. should be correctly sized to fit the window opening, including round arched windows.
C. should be wood or baked-on or anodized aluminum and fit within the window frames,
not overlap the frames. Screen window panels should be full view design or have the
meeting rail match that of the window behind it.

A. should coincide at the original meeting rail, if a sash window is uneven.
A.B.
should be sized and shaped to fit the window opening. Round arched window
openings should be preserved and not closed off with wood panels in new storm
windows.
B.C.
should preferably be of wood but aluminum full-view design and with baked-on
enamel or anodized finish in dark colors are also acceptable.
C.D.
should be full-view design or with the central meeting rail at the same location
as the historic window.
D.E.
should have built-in lower screens, if triple track.
SECURITY WINDOWS
E.A.

should not be readily visible from the street, especially those with security bars.
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WINDOW SHUTTERS
General Narrative
Window shutters were often added to pre-1945 houses to provide interior shading in the
summer and to protect windows during storms. With the advent of air conditioning, window
shutters are more ornamental in design than practical. Over the years many original window
shutters have been removed. Original shutters should be preserved and maintained. The
addition of new shutters should only be of wood, of louvered or paneled design, and with
dimensions which match the window opening.
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Guidelines

WOOD SIDING
General Narrative
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A. should be preserved and maintained, if original.
B. should be of louvered or paneled wood construction and the shutters should fit the
window opening so that if closed they would cover the window opening
C. should not be added unless there is physical or photographic evidence that the dwelling
originally had them.
D. should not be of vinyl or aluminum construction. These shutters generally have
dimensions or textures which are not compatible with historic dwellings.
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The majority of Elgin's pre-1945 dwellings are of frame construction with various types of wood
siding. On many of the dwellings there are combinations of horizontal weatherboard or
clapboard siding and wood shingles. These original siding materials are essential components in
defining a building's architectural character. The concealment of original wood siding with vinyl,
aluminum, or other synthetic sidings is not appropriate. These siding materials do not
successfully imitate original wood siding dimensions or texture.
NOTE: In addition to the challenge of imitating original wood sidings in appearance, the use of
synthetic sidings also poses potential structural problems for historic buildings. Most
importantly, these materials may not be cost effective compared to continued maintenance
and painting of the wood siding. All materials have a limited life span and we are now seeing
property owners having to paint aluminum and vinyl siding which is 15 to 20 years old. The sale
of paint for vinyl and aluminum siding has risen dramatically over the past few years due in part
to these materials fading, chipping, or cracking.

NOTE: Before considering the replacement of siding, obtain a determination from Staff of the
City of Elgin on the condition of the siding.
Guidelines
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A. should be repaired rather than replaced, if original. If replacement is necessary, wood
siding and shingles should be replaced with new cement board or shingles to match the
original in size, placement, and design.
wood siding and shingles should be replaced with clear cedar (no knots), finger jointed
cedar or with smooth cement board siding to match the original siding in size,
placement and design.
Wood that has been concealed beneath synthetic sidings such as aluminum, asbestos,
or vinyl should be repaired and the synthetic sidings removed. Following the removal of
synthetic sidings the original siding should be repaired to match the original, caulked
and painted. If the "ghosts" or outlines of decorative missing features are revealed,
these should generally be replicated and reinstalled. If these features are not replaced
they should be recorded through photographs or drawings for future replication.
B. should be insulated if the addition of the insulation does not result in alterations to the
siding. should not be altered for the addition of insulation. The creation of plugs or holes
for blown-in insulation is not acceptable.
C. should have original asbestos shingles kept stained or painted. If asbestos shingle siding
is deteriorated or poses a health hazard, it may be removed and replaced with wood or
other substitute siding. Removal of asbestos siding should follow hazardous material
guidelines.
D.C.
should not be concealed beneath synthetic materials such as vinyl, masonite20,
or aluminum, if original. Original siding should also not be concealed beneath wood
based materials such as particle board, gyp board, or press board. These materials
generally do not possess textures or designs which closely match original wood siding.
However, if more than 50% of the original siding material is damaged beyond repair, or
missing, substitute materials may be applied if the following conditions are met:
 the existing damaged siding materials are removed prior to the installation of
substitute materials;
 Vinyl material is not permissible. Rather, cement board is and should be smooth
without knots and be accented with trim;
 Finger jointed board stockcedar is acceptable, however, natural continuous
board stock (cedar, no knots) is preferable for use as siding.
D. If the home has original asbestos shingle siding, they must be kept stained or painted. If
asbestos shingle siding is deteriorated or poses a health hazard, the deteriorated
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shingles may be removed and replaced with wood or other substitute siding. Removal of
asbestos siding should follow hazardous material guidelines.
The application of these materials must not result in the concealment of or removal of original
decorative detailing or trim including window and door surrounds. However, if no trim or
surrounds exist then new wood trim in the form of fascia, corner boards, base boards, molding
and windows should be installed.
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Substitute materials should match the dimensions of the original wood siding as closely as
possible. The cement board should abut the wood trim and be caulked to prevent moisture
damage. The wood trim must sit proud of the siding.

SITE AND SETTING
Elgin's Historic Districts developed from the mid-19th to the early 20th centuries and most
blocks retain their original character of site and setting. Dwellings were built with consistent
setbacks from the street, with front yards for landscaping and plantings, and with the house's
porch and main entrance oriented towards the street. Most blocks were laid out with similar lot
dimensions and distances between houses, creating a consistent rhythm and pattern in the
location of dwellings and their intervening spaces. This streetscape character is retained on
most blocks in the locally designated districts and should be preserved and maintained.







Set backs
Lot sizes
Density
Location on the lot
Orientation & size of:
o new buildings, additions, remodeling
Placement of hard scape features such as:
o driveways, sidewalks, parking pads, retaining walls, patios, planters, fountains,
pools, gazebos, etc.
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Subject to the limitations imposed by the underlying zoning district and applicable building
codes, any new construction, remodeling, demolition and/or landscaping should attempt to
blend proposed work into the traditional design of the area. This includes considerations of
items such as:
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In the case of Planned Developments, Conditional Uses and Variations, prior review from the
Heritage Commission should take place regarding design guideline issues.
The following guidelines provide information on changes and alterations to a property's site
and setting which could affect its architectural appearance.

DRIVEWAYS, PARKING LOTS, AND PAVING
General Narrative
Elgin's locally designated districts were largely platted and developed in the days of horses and
horse drawn vehicles and in the early days of the automobile. Some streets were laid out with
rear alleys to provide access to barns, carriage houses, and sheds. These buildings were
generally located directly adjacent to these alleys. With the rising popularity of the automobile,

many of these original outbuildings were replaced or converted to garages. Today, vehicular
access to Elgin’s historic dwellings is by driveways off the street or through the rear alleys. The
addition of garages and parking places in areas other than rear yards is thus not consistent with
traditional streetscape design. Thus, if the property abuts an alley, parking should be situated
there rather than near the building.
Access to properties in Elgin is generally from driveways added alongside lot lines from the
street or from rear alleys. Within the districts, original driveway materials such as concrete
should be preserved and new driveways should be designed with traditional materials and
placement.

DRIVEWAYS
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Guidelines

PARKING LOTS
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A. should always be preserved in their original designs, materials, (cobblestone, concrete,
brick, etc.), and placement.
B. should be of brick, concrete, or concrete tracks (narrow strips) if it is a new or
replacement driveway in the front or side yards. Asphalt or textured concrete designed
to look like brick pavers are also appropriate materials. Gravel driveways are
discouraged because gravel migrates and is difficult to maintain. If approved, gravel
driveways should have proper edging in brick, stone, concrete, or metal installed.If
existing, gravel driveways may be maintained but must have proper edging in brick,
stone, concrete, or metal.
C. should have their parking areas located behind the front building line and be screened
with hedges, shrubs, or fences where noticeable from the street. The width of driveways
in front of the building line should not exceed ten feet. In width, sidewalks should not be
constructed adjacent to the driveway and should be distinguished by a landscaped
barrier.
D. should not be sited in front yards if of semi-circular or drive-thru design.

E. should be screened through plantings of hedges, shrubs, trees, or fences at edges and in
medians within.
F. should be located in rear yards for commercially-used houses, churches, apartment
buildings, or schools. If placement along a side yard is required, the parking lot should
be located no closer than the front wall of the building.
G. should align edge landscape screening with front facades of adjacent buildings if on
vacant lots between buildings.

H. should have edge landscape screening on both the primary and secondary street, if a
corner lot.
FENCES
General Narrative
Wood picket and board fences were widely used in Elgin’s residential areas before 1945 to
separate lots, outline front yards, and enclose domestic animals and pets. Cast iron was also
used in the city’s residential areas, however, few original cast iron fences remain standing. In
recent years, chain-link fences have been popular. However, chain-link is a non-historic fence
material and its use is not acceptable.
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Traditional fences, built prior to 1945 should be preserved and maintained. The construction of
new fences based upon historic designs and materials is appropriate.
Many Victorian era wooden front yard fences were essentially ornamental, low, open, and
often three feet in height or less. Fence posts were usually thick, often measuring eight inches
square or more. End posts, corner posts and gate posts were often larger than line posts
repeating architectural features from the house.
Guidelines
FENCES
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A. should be proportionate to the house and the design should be compatible with the
character of the building and district.
B. should be painted white or a trim color related to the house, never left to weather or
given a stain finish.
B. Fences in front and side yards shall be painted white or a complimentary color found on
the home. Privacy fences located at the rear yard may be left to weather.
C. Must be of rot resistant wood for traditional designs or cast iron or aluminum for
ornamental fences. Pre-engineered plastic fence materials are not allowed. Composite
materials may be considered but need approval by the Design Review Subcommittee.
C.D.
of cast iron or other material of original design should be preserved
D.E.
of cast iron or ornamental, colored aluminum may be added to buildings
constructed in the late 19th and early 20th century. Cast iron fences are generally not
appropriate for dwellings built after 1920.
E.F. if placed along common property lines should not be placed against another fence double line fencing is not permitted.

F.G.
should have posts that are set a minimum of 30 inches below grade and no more
than eight feet apart.
G. if wood, be of cedar, redwood or pressure treated pine, cypress or other rot resistant
wood.
H. that has a decorative gate or arbors must be submitted with a drawing complete with
dimensions.
H.I. Chain link, Shadow Box, Stockade, Basket Weave and Concrete Block fences are not
permitted.
FENCES IN FRONT YARDS

R

General Narrative
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I.J. should be no higher than 36 42 inches with the posts being slightly higher and having
caps.
J.K. should have pickets no wider than four three and a half inches with spacing between
boards a minimum of one inch up to the width of the board depending on the design of
the fence.
K.L. if applicable to the layout, should have a minimum of corner posts, end posts and gate
posts which are slightly taller than the fence and five to ten inches thick with a cap and
finial. Line posts can be visible and decorative to compliment the main posts or be
hidden behind the picket design. Fences which cross a driveway or walkway should have
gate posts. Gates should be designed to swing onto the private walkway or driveway,
not onto the public sidewalk.

D

A fence is a “frame” around a house. Fences and gates are an extension of the architecture of
the house. Fences are often character defining features of a property and should be treated
sensitively. Most of the classic picket and baluster fences built through the 1930’s feature a
continuous horizontal bottom board or baseboard, which is seldom part of a modern picket
fence design today. The baseboard is a wooden imitation of a stone base, called a plinth, which
is a feature of many iron and stone fences. The baseboard is an easy way to enhance the design
of a simple picket fence as well as to ad strength. Visually, a baseboard is desirable since it gives
a fence a much more solid, architectural appearance.
Chain-link fences are not permitted in the Historic District. Property owners with existing chainlink fences are encouraged to screen them with hedges, ivy or other creeping cover or by
painting them dark green or black.
Fences on common property lines can have a negative impact on neighboring properties. To
avoid conflicts, any applicants proposing to install a fence along a common lot line should

contact the owner(s) of property directly abutting the lot line to confirm that the proposed
fence is acceptable.
Fences will be judged on a case by case basis, in terms of design, materials, and location.
Guidelines
FENCES IN REAR YARD
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L.M.
built for privacy should not extend beyond the rear yard beginning at the back
corner of the house.
M.N.
built for privacy should have a minimum of gate post, corner post, and end posts
which are five to ten inches wide and taller than the pickets, if applicable.
N.O.
Can be constructed in the same low fence design found in the front yard, if
applicable.
O.P.
of wood boardsof rot resistant wood boards or planks for privacy should be
located in rear yards and be no taller than six feet. Boards should be no more than six
inches wide.
P.Q.
Privacy fences of flat boards with flat tops in a single row are most appropriate
an acceptable design for the historic districts. Vertical boards topped with lattice or
picket are also appropriate as privacy fences.
In addition to a filled out application for a COA, documentation on fences should include:
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A Plat of Survey with property lines, location of house, garage and driveway shown.
Location of proposed gates with their size.
Brochure or picture of the of proposed fencing, if available.
Drawings with dimensions that represent the proposed final product including:
o Dimensions of the spacing between members (posts, rails, distance between
pickets, height, etc.) Height of fence at front, rear and sides of property.
o Material to be used.
o Color of fence.
A scaled elevation drawing showing the design of the proposed fencing in relation to the
building.
Photos of the building and site showing the area where the work will occur. .
List neighboring fences, if any.
Acceptance letter of abutting property owner, where applicable.

D






GARBAGE COLLECTORS, LANDSCAPING, GRADE CHANGES
General Narrative

Garbage collectors (cans, dumpsters, etc.) should be located at the rear of dwellings or along
alleys. Large garbage collectors at the rear of office buildings, churches, or apartments should
be screened with landscaping or wood panel fences.
Planting of flowers, shrubs and trees, landscaping and minor grade changes are not reviewed by
the Commission. However, review would be required for the construction of structures such as
retaining walls or driveways.
Elgin’s shade trees are important to the character of the locally designated districts and existing
trees should be regularly pruned and cared for. New trees should be planted where they will
not obscure the front of the dwelling.
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The request for removal of the trees of six inches diameter or more shall be accompanied by a
report from the city arborist or forester.

The addition or removal of ground material on the site is known as a grade change. This should
generally be avoided. In addition to changing the visual character of the property, they may also
result in damage to the structure, or erosion and drainage problems on the property or the one
adjacent to it.
Guidelines
GARBAGE COLLECTORS
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LANDSCAPING
TREES AND SHRUBBERY
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A. Should be located at the rear of the building and be screened from the street view with
shrubbery and fencing.

A. Should be regularly pruned and maintained, so as to not conceal, obscure, or damage a
dwelling. The lower branches of trees should be pruned up as the tree grows so that the
dwelling is visible beneath the branches. Trees on the street bank are the responsibility
of the city. Please contact the city if they need trimming.
B. Should be indigenous or traditional to the historic district. Appropriate Recommended
shade tree species include Red Oak, Ash, Linden, Ginkgo, Maple, and Hackberry.
Ornamental trees such as Hawthorns, Bradford Pears, Crab Apples and similar varietals
are not appropriate for parkway planting.
B. VEGETABLE GARDENS
C. Should not be situated in the front yard.
GRADE CHANGES
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A. Should not result in the obscuring or concealment of a dwelling.
B. Should not change the character of the streetscape or the relationship of buildings to
their sites.
RETAINING WALLS
General Narrative
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A limited number of Pre-1945 yard retaining walls are found in Elgin's locally designated
districts. Some are of concrete construction and were built at the same time as the dwelling.
Other concrete retaining walls were built in the early 20th century when concrete sidewalks
were installed. Historic retaining walls should be preserved and maintained. New retaining
walls will be reviewed and may be built if they are of stone or concrete. New retaining walls will
be reviewed based on the style and era of the house, site and context.
Guidelines
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A. should be preserved and maintained, if original to the dwelling (or built before 1945)
and not replaced with new materials.
B. should be of poured concrete (not concrete blocks) or in stone designs such as cut
stone, random rubble, coursed rubble, or cobblestones. Retaining walls of brick are less
appropriate but may be constructed. If constructed of artificial or cultured stone,
textures, colors and random designs should replicate natural stone. If located in front
yards, the walls should be constructed using up to two courses and an additional cap
course, not to exceed twenty inches in height.
C. should not be removed or replaced with new materials, if built before 1945.Concrete
Masonry Units (CMUs) or concrete block that have a smooth face, hollow core, are not
permitted in the historic districts. However, concrete block that has a rough face, tinted
color and varying widths and heights to give an appearance of stone, may be acceptable
dependent on location.
D. Should not be built on the fronts of dwellings, if constructed of timbers or railroad
ties.Materials for retaining walls such as timbers or railroad ties shall not be installed in
the historic districts.
SIDEWALKS AND WALKWAYS
General Narrative
Sidewalks and walkways in Elgin's historic districts are primarily of concrete construction. Many
of these were poured in the early 20th century and remain in good condition. The use of
concrete is traditional and appropriate in Elgin and the repair, replacement and addition of

concrete sidewalks and walkways is recommended. Materials such as brick pavers and
aggregate for sidewalks and walkways, though not as appropriate as concrete, may be used.
New stone and brick paver walkways should be installed in a proper fashion. These pavers
should be set in a bed of sand over compacted gravel, as opposed to being set in concrete.
Guidelines

YARD FEATURES
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A. should be preserved, if original to a dwelling or block.
B. should be constructed of smooth concrete poured in detail, dimension, and placement
as that of original or early sidewalks.
C. should not be of aggregate or pebble-surfaced concrete. Smooth poured concrete,
flagstone pavers, brick pavers, or pavers that replicate brick such as stamped concrete
can be used. If using brick pavers, color is to be determined based on the era of the
house.
D. should not be constructed of asphalt, if situated in the front yard, but may be permitted
in less visible areas of the property. .
E. should not abut existing driveways and should be located a minimum distance of three
feet from any existing driveway.

General Narrative

R

PERGOLAS, ARBORS, GAZEBOS, FOUNTAINS, TREE HOUSES, PONDS, AND STATUARY

Substantial yard structures such as pergolas, gazebos, or fountains are appropriate for rear
yards or side yards.

D

Pergolas are wooden framed roofed garden structures, often latticed, and supported by
regularly spaced posts or columns. The structure, often covered by climbing plants such as vines
or roses, shades a walk or passageway.
Arbors are light open structures of trees or shrubs closely planted, either twined together and
self-supporting, or supported on a light lattice.
The designs for these structures should be based on historic designs appropriate for pre-1945
dwellings. Wood construction should be used rather than brick, concrete, metal, or glass.
Appropriate structures in front yard shall be reviewed by the Design Review Subcommittee.
Guidelines
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A. should be sited in rear yards or side yards
B. should be of wood construction in designs appropriate for pre-1945 dwellings. Yard
features constructed of materials such as glass, metal or brick can be placed in yards if
situated near the rear of the lot and effectively screened by fencing or landscaping.
C. should not be located in street yards.

GUIDELINES FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

STOREFRONTS AND FACADES
General Narrative
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Several structures currently exist within Elgin's historic districts that more closely resemble
commercial structures when their exterior materials, massing, site design, and architectural
style are compared with the preceding residential guidelines. The rehabilitation of these
structures shall be considered by the more applicable commercial building guidelines on the
following pages. Both the historic downtown area and State Street on the west side of the Fox
River contain a fine collection of late 19th and early 20th century masonry buildings. These
designs are typical of commercial architecture of the period and display elements of the
commercial Italianate, Queen Anne, Colonial Revival, and Art Deco styles. Historic designs and
details should be preserved and maintained and traditional storefronts should be added where
original materials have been removed. The commercial areas of Elgin which are not within
locally designated districts are not required to comply with the COA process. However, property
owners are encouraged to follow these guidelines when work is undertaken. For additional
guidelines on the construction and alteration of buildings in Elgin’s center city, please reference
our Riverfront/Center City Master Plan the City’s Comprehensive Plan which contains
recommendations on the treatment of commercial buildings.

Guidelines
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Most of Elgin's historic storefronts have been removed or altered since 1950. Only a few
original storefronts remain intact and these should be preserved and maintained. For
storefronts which have been altered, traditional storefront designs are most appropriate for
historic commercial buildings. These types of storefront designs include details such as recessed
entrances, transoms, display windows, bulkheads, and glass and wood doors.

A. should be repaired rather than replaced, if original.
B. should be repaired with features to match the original in design and materials.
C. should be reconstructed based upon pictorial or physical evidence of the original, if
altered after 1945. If the original storefront appearance is unknown, install a storefront
based upon traditional designs. This should include the construction of bulkheads,
display windows, and transoms in appropriate materials such as wood or brick. New
storefronts should be typical of those built during the late 19th and early 20th century
and not reflect earlier or later architectural styles or periods unless the alteration has
gained significance over time.
WINDOWS AND DOORS
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D. should cover a minimum of sixty percent of the storefront.
E. should not be removed. Storefronts which were built from the 1920s to the 1940s with
materials such as tinted glass may possess significance, even if they were added later
than the building itself.
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
General Narrative
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Architectural and decorative features original to a building should be preserved, maintained,
and repaired. These features may include cast iron pilasters, bay windows, brick corbelling,
terra cotta, sheet metal cornices, decorative cast concrete, window hoods, and cornices.
Architectural features should not be removed or concealed.
Guidelines

AWNINGS
General Narrative
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A. should be repaired or replaced (if removed in the past) with materials to match as
closely as possible the design, material composition, proportion, and detail of the
original (e.g. Colonial Revival pediments should not be added to a storefront on an
Italianate style building).
B. should be maintained through regular painting. If cleaning is desired, chemical or
detergent cleaning is recommended. The use of abrasive cleaning methods such as
powerwashing or sandblasting is not acceptable.
C. should not be added to a building where none originally existed.

D

Awnings have been used since the 19th century for storefronts and windows on Elgin's
commercial buildings. The application of appropriate new awnings is encouraged, as long as
they are in traditional awning designs, materials, and placement. Awnings may be added to
both the storefronts and upper facade windows. They may be retractable or fixed in place and
may also be used as locations for signs.
Traditional awning materials include canvas of woven fabric.
Awning materials that are discouraged are vinyl coated fabric, fixed metal, transparent or
opaque vinyl, or wood.
Guidelines

A. should fit the opening to which they are applied. Shed awnings are appropriate for
rectangular openings while arched awnings are appropriate for arched openings.
B. should be straight sided or have shed designs. The use of bubble, concave, or convex
forms is appropriate only on round arched openings. Internally lit awnings are not
acceptable.
C. Should not cover or conceal decorative transoms containing prism glass or stained glass.
D. Should not be internally lit.
CORNICES
General Narrative
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Cornices were designed to provide a decorative focal point for the rooflines of buildings.
Cornices should be preserved, maintained, or repaired in their original configuration or with
details to match the existing cornices. For Elgin's commercial buildings the most common
cornice materials is sheet metal. Cornices should not be removed, concealed or covered with
modern materials.
Guidelines
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A. should be preserved, maintained, or repaired in their original configuration or with
materials and details to match the existing.
B. should be replaced (if missing) based upon physical or pictorial evidence. If no such
evidence exists, wood, fiberglass, or sheet metal cornices, in keeping with other cornices
on similar commercial buildings, is appropriate.
C. should not be removed, concealed or covered.
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DISPLAY WINDOWS AND BULKHEADS
General Narrative

Original display windows and bulkheads should be preserved, maintained, or repaired.
Bulkheads, also known as kick plates, are the lower panels on which the display windows rest.
Original bulkhead materials can include wood, tile, marble, and brick. Original bulkheads should
be preserved, maintained, or repaired and not altered or removed.
Guidelines
DISPLAY WINDOWS
A. should match the original in location, design, size, configuration, and materials.

B. should be replaced with traditionally scaled windows, if the original windows are
missing and the original design is unknown. Traditionally scaled windows have large
glass lights and few structural divisions.
C. should have mullions or framing of wood, copper, or bronze metal, and be similar in size
and shape to the original design.
D. should be clear glass, not tinted glass. Interior shades or blinds should be utilized for
privacy.
BULKHEADS

ENTRANCES
General Narrative
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E. should be replaced with traditional rectangular designs, if the original bulkheads are
missing. Replacement may be of wood or brick panels. Avoid materials such as glass
blocks or metal.

Original storefront and side entrances should be preserved, maintained or repaired in their
entrance design, materials, and arrangement whether recessed or flush with the sidewalk.
Entrances should also be designed to be accessible for those with disabilities.
Guidelines
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A. should be retained and repaired with materials to match the original. Doors added to
storefronts should be replaced with doors to match the original in design and materials.
Solid wood doors should not be installed on storefronts.
B. should be replaced with plain wood doors in a single light (glass area) design, if the
original door design is unknown. Solid paneled doors, decorative doors, or any kind of
door based upon a different historical period or architectural style is generally not
acceptable on storefronts.
C. should be of wood and glass design, if new doors are required. However, metal with a
dark or bronze anodized finish and with a wide stile may be substituted. Raw aluminum
or other silver-colored metals are not appropriate.
LIGHTING
General Narrative

Light fixtures for commercial buildings should be as simple as possible and mounted where they
will be partially or completely hidden. Original light fixtures should be preserved, maintained,
and repaired.

Guidelines
A. should be simple in design and/or concealed. Concealed up-lit light fixtures, fixtures of
simple design, or fixtures appropriate to the period of the building are encouraged.
B. should not consist of “Colonial” coach lights or similar fixtures.
WINDOWS
General Narrative
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Many of the commercial buildings in Elgin retain their original wood sash windows on the upper
floors. Original windows should be preserved, maintained, or repaired including their size,
number and arrangement of lights, materials, and decorative detailing. Windows should not be
concealed, enclosed or covered. If the original windows have been removed, replacement with
windows to match the original in appearance is recommended. Historic photographs of Elgin's
commercial areas are available to provide evidence of original window designs.
Storm windows are permitted, as long as they are full view (single light) design or if they match
the dimensions of the upper and lower sash with matching meeting rails. "Raw" or unfinished
aluminum storm windows are not appropriate. If aluminum windows are used they should have
an anodized or baked-on enamel finish.
Guidelines
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A. should be repaired rather than replaced. Missing windows should be replaced with
windows which match the original in size, number and arrangement of lights, and
materials.
B. should have original detailing preserved and maintained. These details may include
sheet metal hood molding, brick or stone lintels, and sills.
C. should be replaced (if missing) with windows compatible to the building. For Elgin's
commercial buildings, rectangular or arched one-over-one wood sash windows are most
appropriate. Wood or aluminum clad wood windows are the preferable material for
new windows because they continue to preserve the profile of the original windows.
Vinyl windows are not permitted as they do not possess the design characteristics of the
original wood windows, and are generally not built for larger commercial applications.
D. should be preserved and maintained, if of steel construction. If replacement is required,
multi-light aluminum windows to match the existing windows in profile and design is
recommended.
E. should not have shutters added unless there is physical or pictorial evidence that they
originally existed on the building. Wood shutters may be used to conceal blocked-in or

bricked-in windows. Shutters should be of louvered wood design and sized to fit their
opening. If closed they should completely cover the window opening.
F. should not have flush or snap-on muntins. These materials do not replicate the
appearance of historic windows.
NEW COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
General Narrative
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Additions to commercial buildings are acceptable as long as they are located at the rear of the
building or along a side not readily visible from the street. Rooftop additions are less acceptable
but may be constructed if they are set back from the front of the building and not be readily
visible from the street.
However, if new commercial construction is carried out to correct an inappropriate setback
created by a non-original structure, and conform to the average original building line on the
block, then it may be proposed on the front of a building.
Guidelines
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A. should be at the rear of the building.
B. should be compatible with the original building in scale, proportion and rhythm of
openings, and size.
C. should be built as to result in minimal removal of original walls and details from the rear
of the building. Try to connect the addition with the original building through existing
door or enlarged window openings.
D. should be of exterior materials similar to the existing building.
E. should not be vertical. Rooftop penthouses and additional stories should not be
constructed unless the addition will not be readily visible from the street or other
pedestrian viewpoints. Roof additions should be set back from the main facade.
NEW BUILDINGS

General Narrative

New buildings in Elgin's commercial areas should be compatible with historic buildings in scale,
height, materials, orientation, shape, placement, and rhythm and proportion of openings. As in
the case of new residential construction, the general approach to new commercial construction
is for it to be compatible with adjacent dwellings or to blend in with the district through
replication. Compatible means reinforcing typical features that buildings display along the block
such as similar massing, proportion, roof forms, materials, window and door sizes and

placement, traditional storefront designs, vertical divisions, and some type of termination or
cornice at the roof line.
Replications are buildings which are constructed to be exact copies of historic commercial
building forms or architectural styles.
Carved limestone blocks or other traditional means to indicate the year of construction are
encouraged.
Guidelines
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A. should be compatible in height with adjacent buildings. In Elgin's commercial areas, twoto four-story buildings are most acceptable.
B. should have exterior wall construction of materials consistent with those in the area.
Materials such as wood, metal or glass are less appropriate for exterior wall
construction.
C. should be aligned with adjacent buildings along the street and conform to existing
setbacks. Most commercial buildings in the downtown area are flush with the sidewalk
and setbacks for open space in front of a new building are not acceptable.
D. should be of similar width and scale and have similar proportions as adjacent buildings.
E. should be oriented towards the primary street on which it is sited.
F. should have roof forms consistent with adjacent buildings.
G. should have window and storefronts of sizes and proportions consistent with adjacent
buildings.
H. should maintain the traditional separation between storefronts and upper facades. This
separation should be in alignment with adjacent buildings.
I. should have vertical divisions to maintain traditional building widths. This is especially
important for large buildings which extend across several lots.
J. should fill lot area to form a continuous street façade, if feasible.
K. should have transparent surfaces covering a minimum of 60% of the storefront.
L. should not incorporate historic styles which pre-date Elgin such as "Colonial
Williamsburg" designs.
SIGNS AND GRAPHIC DESIGNS – COMMERCIAL AREAS
General Narrative
Elgin's commercial areas displayed a wide variety of signs and sign locations in the late 19th and
early 20th century. This variety of design and placement remains appropriate for businesses in
the commercial areas.

Guidelines
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A. should follow regulations subject to the provisions of Chapter 19.50 of the city's zoning
ordinance.
B. should be preserved, maintained, and repaired, especially those from the pre-1945 era,
such as painted wall signs or those of metal and neon.
C. should be of traditional materials such as wood with ornamental copper or bronze
letters, if new. Sandblasted wood signs are also appropriate. Plastic substrate signs or
signs of unfinished wood are not recommended.
D. should be sized in proportion to the building and not oversized.
E. should have concealed lighting, if lit. Spot or up-lit lighting for signs is recommended.
Internally-lit and flashing signs are not appropriate for the commercial areas.
F. should resemble logos or symbols for businesses.
G. should have colors coordinated with overall building colors.
H. should have traditional lettering such as serif, sans serif, or script lettering.
I. should be placed at traditional sign locations including storefront belt courses, upper
facade walls, hanging or mounted inside windows, or projecting from the face of the
building.
J. should be anchored into mortar, not masonry, if mounting brackets and hardware are
used.
K. should not exceed three different locations (for those that are physically on the
building), not counting painted window signs.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
DECKS
General Narrative
A deck is a wooden surface, not covered by a roof. Decks were generally not used prior to 1945
on Elgin’s older homes and as such are not appropriate additions on the front façade or other
readily visible locations. However, as in the case of any type of addition, a wood deck may be
acceptable if placed at the rear of a dwelling where it will not be visible form the street. Deck
railings should be designed using traditional forms rather than contemporary designs (see
section on porches).
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Porches or verandas, as they were called in Victorian times, can be utilized the same way as a
deck is used in modern architecture.

More appropriate outdoor sitting areas for back yards are stone or brick terraces (or patios, as
they are now called) next to the house or built under the shelter of a large tree; summer houses
or gazebos, especially popular in the latter half of the 19th century, and pergolas, either
attached to eh house or freestanding, which were popular after the turn of the century.
Guidelines

FIRE ESCAPES
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A. should be located at the rear of dwellings only, where they are not readily visible from
the street.
B. should be stained with an opaque stain or painted to blend with the colors of the
dwelling.
C. should be kept simple in design. Wood decks are recommended to have traditional style
wood balusters complimentary to the design of the building.

General Narrative

Within Elgin's locally designated districts are historic dwellings which have been converted into
duplexes or apartments. These buildings often have or require fire escapes to meet fire and
safety codes. Fire escapes should be sited at the rear or non-readily visible sides of dwellings.
Fire escapes and stairs should be removed when a dwelling is converted back from multi-family
to single-family use.
Guidelines

A. should be located at the rear of dwellings only, where they will not be readily visible
from the street.
B. should be of wood construction with simple balusters and handrails, if built on the
exterior. Metal fire escapes may be applied if they are not readily visible from the street.
HANDICAPPED ACCESSACCESSIBLE RAMPS
General Narrative
Handicapped Accessible ramps are sometimes needed to provide access to dwellings for those
who are ill or have disabilities. Handicapped accessAccessible ramps should be sited at the rear
or sides of dwellings which are not readily visible from the street.
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Guidelines
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A. should be added in such a way that original historic materials are not removed and that
the ramp construction should be reversible.
B. should be located at the rear or sides of dwellings. If a handicapped ramp must be
placed on the front of a residential dwelling it should be of wood construction rather
than of brick, concrete, or metal.
C. should be of wood construction and simple traditional design and configuration or
designed to match the original porch railing in materials, dimensions, and detailing.
Brick, concrete, and metal ramps are more acceptable at rear and sides of dwellings.
Ramps should be painted to match the color of the porch railing or to match the overall
paint color of the building.
D. should have pipe railing painted in darker colors to reduce the impact of the railing on
the structure, if applicable.
E. should be screened with landscaping, if readily visible.
RESIDENTIAL ADDITIONS
NEW ROOMS

General Narrative

Elgin's historic dwellings generally possess the flexibility to be enlarged for additional living
space. Additions are acceptable when they are placed at rear or side facades not readily visible
from the street. Additions should also be built so they will have a minimal impact on the
building's overall character. The rears of dwellings are the best locations for the addition of
rooms, wings, porches, or decks.

Before beginning any work on an addition, be sure to check the zoning of the property on which
your building is located.
In most older established residential neighborhoods, the expansion of any “lawful nonconforming” use is not permitted.
Guidelines

General Narrative

R

PRIMARY BUILDINGS
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A. should be located at the rear of dwellings, not on the front or readily visible areas of the
sides of dwellings.
B. should be secondary (smaller and simpler) than the original dwelling in scale, design,
and placement.
C. should be of a compatible design in keeping with the original dwelling’s design, roof
shape, materials, color, and location of window, door, and cornice heights, etc.
D. should impact the exterior walls of the original dwelling as minimally as possible. When
building additions use existing door and window openings for connecting the addition to
the dwelling.
E. should be constructed to avoid extensive removal or loss of historic materials and to not
damage or destroy significant original architectural features.
F. should not imitate an earlier historic style or architectural period. For example, a ca.
1880 Queen Anne style rear porch addition would not be appropriate for a 1920s
Craftsman/Bungalow house.

D

Few vacant lots exist in the Elgin, Elgin National Watch, or Spring/Douglas and D.C. Cook –
Lovell Area Historic Districts. However, it is important that any new construction on these lots
or in any future locally designated districts be compatible with neighboring historic dwellings.
The general approach to new construction is for it to be compatible with adjacent dwellings or
to blend in with the district through replication.
Compatible means reinforcing typical features that buildings display along the block such as
similar roof forms, materials, window and door sizes and placement, porch size and location,
and foundation heights. Replications are dwellings which are constructed to be exact copies of
historic building forms or architectural styles in the districts.
It is important that new construction complement the dwellings found along its specific block. A
design that may be appropriate along one block may not work for a different block. For
example, a new dwelling compatible with one-story Bungalow designs may not be appropriate

for a block where two-story Queen Anne architecture predominates and vice versa.
Commonality of architectural styles balanced with variety and diversity shall be a goal.
Guidelines
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A. should maintain, not disrupt, the existing pattern of surrounding historic buildings along
the street by being similar in:
1. Shape. Variations of asymmetrical, rectangular, and square forms are most
appropriate for the locally designated districts; .
2. Scale (height and width). New construction should not vary more than one-half
story from the predominate building height typical of dwellings along a block. In
most blocks of the designated districts this would require new construction to be
no more then two-and-one-half stories; .
3. Orientation to the street. Most dwellings in Elgin's locally designated districts
have their primary facades and main entrances oriented towards the street and
this characteristic should be maintained in any new construction; .
4. Roof shape and pitch. Roof slope ratio for new construction should be a
minimum of 6:12 to a maximum of 12:12 (6:12 refers to six inches of rise to 12
inches of run in measuring slopes). Roof forms of gable and hipped variations are
more common on most blocks than roof forms which are flat, mansard, or
gambrel forms; .
5. Placement on the lot. Front and side yard setbacks should respect the setbacks
found along the block on which the building is sited.
6. Location and proportion of porches, entrances, and divisional bays. Porches
should have roof forms of gable, hipped or shed design and at least cover the
entrance. Porches extending partially or fully across the front of the building are
recommended. Porches should have columns and railings with balusters that are
traditional in design and compatible with the overall character of the building.
7. Location and proportion of windows. New window openings should be
rectangular in shape. Window proportions on the main facade should not exceed
three-to-one in the height/width ratio or be any less than two-to-one in the
height/width ratio (two-to-one proportions are preferred). No horizontal sash,
casement, or awning type windows should be placed on the fronts of buildings.
Special window types (i.e. oriel, bay, stained, beveled glass) may be considered
when compatible with the new structure's design as well as the surrounding
area;.
8. Foundation height. Height of foundations should generally be similar to
foundation heights in the area. Foundation heights can increase along the sides
or at the rear of a building if necessary to follow slope contours. No slab

foundations or at-grade foundations should be utilized on the fronts or readily
visible sides of buildings; .
9. Porch height and depth. Porch heights and depths should be consistent with
those of adjacent dwellings; .
10. Material and material color.
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Foundations: Most historic dwelling foundations are of stone or cast concrete
and new construction should continue the appearance of these foundation
materials. Poured concrete, concrete block, and split faced concrete are
acceptable foundation materials. Stucco or other finishes are recommended to
provide a textured surface.
Brick Dwellings: If the new construction is of brick, the brick should closely match
typical mortar and brick color tones found in the locally designated districts and
along the block. White or light mortars provide too much contrast with typical
dark brick colors and should be avoided.
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Frame Dwellings: If the new construction is of frame, the preferred exterior
material is wood or a material which is similar to original materials in the area
like clapboard, shingle, stucco, etc. The use of cement board siding, or similar
materials is acceptable if it meets size recommendations and proper
construction detailing of traditional siding materials. If wood siding is used; its
exposure should reflect the exposure of traditional wood siding.

D

Windows: Wood construction is preferred for windows. However, the use of
aluminum clad windows is also acceptable as long as they are sized to be
compatible with historic window openings. The use of dark tinted windows,
reflective glass and coatings for windows is discouraged on readily visible sides
of buildings.
11. Details and texture. The details and textures of building materials should be
applied in a manner consistent with traditional construction methods and
compatible with surrounding structures;
B. Replications. Replications are new buildings which closely imitate historic dwellings
typically found in the historic district. Replications are acceptable if they are consistent
with historic dwellings in their overall form and plan, porch design and placement,
window and door treatments, roof forms, and architectural details. It is important for

replications to be identified as new construction through the use of signs, or plaques
prominently displayed on the front of the building. Replication of specific structures
within the immediate vicinity is discouraged.
SECONDARY BUILDINGS: GARAGES, SHEDS, OTHER OUTBUILDINGS
General Narrative
New construction of secondary buildings such as garages and sheds are acceptable as long as
they are simple in design and sited in traditional locations. Construction materials should be
similar to those of the primary dwelling.

Guidelines
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Prefabricated (store bought) temporary sheds are available in many designs and materials,
some are appropriate, and others are not, for installation in a historic district.
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A. should be smaller in scale than the dwelling; clearly secondary in nature.
B. should be simple in design but reflecting the general character of the associated
dwelling. For example, use gable roof forms if the dwelling has a gable roof, hipped roof
forms if the dwelling has a hipped roof, etc.
C. should be built at traditional locations for outbuildings in the locally designated districts.
These include at rear lot lines, adjacent to alleys, and at the back side of a dwelling;
D. should be compatible in design, shape, materials, and roof shape to the associated
dwelling; .
E. should be of an exterior material to match the associated dwelling such as clapboard,
stucco, or brick. However, if not readily visible from the street, secondary buildings may
have exterior substitute siding materials such as cement fiberfiber cement board with
appropriate trim and exposure and cementitious materials.
F. should be of traditional materials if readily visible. For garages, wood paneled doors are
more appropriate than paneled doors of vinyl, aluminum, or steel. Wood paneled
overhead roll-up doors are widely available and are appropriate for new garages. For
two car garages the use of two single doors instead of one larger double door is more
appropriate for use in a historic district. However, one double is unacceptable for
garages of less than twenty-two feet.
G. should have windows in the garage doors are recommended, but windows may not be
appropriate in every case for garage doors.
H. should have raised panel steel doors, where appropriate, are acceptable and should be
painted to match the house and set off the relief of the panels.
I. should be in designs that are more appropriate for use with traditionally designed
structures, if prefabricated sheds are proposed to be used.

J. should not be constructed of rough sawn cedar with knots.
LIGHTING FOR FRONT YARDS
General Narrative
Light fixtures for front yards have been popular in recent decades. These include free-standing
gas or electric post mounted lamps and sidewalk footlights. The installation of these light
fixtures is acceptable for front yards. Large security lights mounted on the dwelling or freestanding are appropriate for side or rear locations that are not readily visible from the street.
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Fixtures for yards or sidewalks should be simple and small in design, preferably to match the
style of the house. These fixtures should have a dark, non-glare finish rather than a shiny finish.
Guidelines

A. should be of small footlights rather than post-mounted fixtures. Post mounted fixtures
may be installed if they are compatible with the structure.
B. Should not have colored lenses and/or bulbs.
C. Should not be of a period earlier than the dwelling such as colonial or “Williamsburg”
designs.
FLOOD LIGHTS
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D. Should be properly concealed by landscaping so as not to be readily visible.
SATELLITE DISHES AND ANTENNAS
General Narrative

D

Satellite dishes are common additions to lots and traditionally, the C-Band dishes have been ten
to eleven feet in span. In recent years the smaller seven and one-half foot dishes have become
more commonplace. Also popular are typically the eighteen inch DBS satellite dishes which are
much smaller in size and easier to mount than the larger dishes. Satellite dishes may be
installed if they are sited in rear yards or along side yards which are not readily visible from the
street.
As non-historic features, the smaller dishes are preferred to the larger dishes. These dishes
generally have a clear view of the southwest sky to receive a clear signal. This should be taken
into account when placing these dishes in historic districts. Sometimes antennas may be
installed in the attic when it will not inhibit the ability of the antenna to receive signals.
Guidelines

A. should preferably be smaller in size. Larger freestanding dishes and antennas should be
mounted as low to the ground as possible and the use of landscaping, lattice panels, or
fencing to screen the dish from view is recommended.
B. should not be installed in front yards or in readily visible side yards. Dishes should also
not be installed at readily visible roof lines. In many instances when the ability to receive
a clear signal requires the DBS satellite dish to be installed in a particular location that is
readily visible from the street, it should be placed as far from the front of the house
where it would not detract from the character of the house, and continue to receive a
clear signal.
SIGNS AND GRAPHIC DESIGNS – RESIDENTIAL AREAS
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General Narrative
Elgin's locally designated districts are primarily residential in character and most signs are
confined to a few blocks with commercially used dwellings or commercial and community
facility buildings.

Signs for churches may be freestanding or attached to the face of the building. For commercial
buildings, signs may be freestanding, on windows, or affixed to the face of the building.
Guidelines
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A. should also follow regulations subject to the provisions of Chapter 19.50 of the city's
zoning ordinance.
B. should be kept to a minimum with preferably a maximum of two per commercial
business or community facility.
C. should have no more than three colors and use colors that coordinate with the building
colors.
D. should be anchored into the mortar, not the masonry.
E. should be of traditional materials such as finished wood, glass, copper, or bronze,
plywood, plastic, or unfinished wood.
F. should not cover or obscure architectural features.
G. should not be backlit or internally lit.
H. should not be illuminated with visible bulbs, flashing lights, or luminous pants, but with
remote sources.
SOLAR PANELS
General Narrative

As a non-historic addition, solar panels should be sited at rear roof lines or at freestanding
locations adjacent to a dwelling. Solar panels are acceptable as long as freestanding panels are
sited in rear yards or the roof panels are on rear facades or side facades not readily visible from
the street.The below guidelines for solar systems in historic districts were provided by the
National Alliance of Preservation Commissions.
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When planning the installation of solar panels the overall objective is to preserve characterdefining features and historic fabric while accommodating the need for solar access to the
greatest extent possible.
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All solar panel installations must be considered on a case-by-case basis recognizing that the
best option will depend on the characteristics of the property under consideration. Some
guidelines apply to virtually all installation options and are repeated in each section below.
All solar panel installations should conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation. Applicable Standards are:

Standard Two: The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property
shall be avoided.

Guidelines

R

Standard Nine: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated
from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
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A. should also follow regulations subject to the provisions of Chapter 19.90 of the city’s
zoning ordinance.
Primary Elevations
For most properties, locating solar panels on the primary façade is the least desirable option
because it will have the greatest adverse effect on the property’s character defining features. All
other options should be thoroughly explored.
A. should be located on rear sections of the roof, behind dormers or gables or other areas
not visible from the street. Utilization of low-profile solar panels is recommended. Solar
shingles laminates, glazing, or similar materials should not replace original or historic
materials. Use of solar systems in windows or on walls, siding, and shutters should be
avoided.
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Secondary Elevations
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B. should be located at rear yards or on side facades not readily visible from the street, if
freestanding. If side yard locations are readily visible (such as a corner lot), freestanding
panels may be installed if they are effectively screened by landscaping, fencing, or
lattice panels.Panels should be installed flat and not alter the slope of the roof.
Installation of panels must be reversible and not damage the historic integrity of the
resource and district.
C. Solar panels should be positioned behind existing architectural features such as
parapets, dormers, and chimneys to limit their visibility.
D. Use solar panels and mounting systems that are compatible in color to establish roof
materials. Mechanical equipment associated with the photovoltaic system should be
treated to be as unobtrusive as possible.

D

Historic Accessory Structures
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A. Solar panels should be installed on rear slopes or other locations not easily visible from
the public right-of-way. Panels should be installed flat and not alter the slope of the
roof. Installation of panels must be reversible and not damage the historic integrity of
the resource and district.
B. Flat roof structures should have solar panels set back from the roof edge to minimize
visibility. Pitch and elevation should be adjusted to reduce visibility from public right-ofway.
C. Solar panels should be positioned behind existing architectural features such as
parapets, dormers, and chimneys to limit their visibility.
D. Use solar panels and mounting systems that are compatible in color to established roof
materials. Mechanical equipment associated with the solar panel system should be
painted or treated to be as unobtrusive as possible.

A. Solar panels should be installed on rear slopes or other locations not highly visible from
the public right-of-way. Panels should be installed flat and not alter the slope of the
roof. Installation of panels must be reversible and not damage the historic integrity of
the resource and district.
B. Flat roof structures should have solar panel installations set back from the roof edge to
minimize visibility. Pitch and elevation should be adjusted to reduce visibility from public
right-of-way.
C. Solar panel installations should be positioned behind existing architectural features such
as parapets, dormers, and chimneys to limit their visibility.
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Use solar panels and mounting systems that are compatible in color to the property’s
roof materials. Mechanical equipment associated with the photovoltaic system should
be as unobtrusive as possible.
Freestanding or Detached
Consideration to the visibility of solar panels from neighboring properties should be taken,
without infringing upon the required solar access.
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A. Freestanding or detached on-site solar panels should be installed in locations that
minimize visibility from the public right-of-way. These systems should be screened from
the public right-of-way with materials elsewhere in the district such as fencing or
vegetation of suitable scale for the district and setting.
B. Placement and design should not detract from the historic character of the site or
destroy historic landscape materials.
New Construction On-Site
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A. Solar panels should be integrated into the initial design of new construction or infill
projects, when possible, to assure cohesion of design within a historic context.
B. Solar panels should be installed on rear slopes or other locations not highly visible form
the public right-of-way whenever possible. Panels should be installed flat and not alter
the slope of the roof.
C. Flat roof structures should have solar panels set back from the roof edge to minimize
visibility. Pitch and elevation should be adjusted to reduce visibility from the public
right-of-way.
D. Use solar panels and mounting systems that are compatible in color to established roof
materials. Mechanical equipment associated with the solar plane system should be
treated to be as unobtrusive as possible.
E. Use of solar systems in windows or on walls, siding or shutters should be installed with
limited visibility from the public right-of-way.
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Not Recommended for Any Reason

A. Removal of historic roofing materials during the installation of solar systems.
B. Removing or otherwise altering historic roof configuration – dormers, chimneys or other
features – to add solar systems.
C. Any other installation procedure that will cause irreversible changes to historic features
or materials.
SWIMMING POOLS, HOT TUBS, WHILPOOLS AND SAUNAS
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General Narrative
The installation of in ground or above ground swimming pools in rear or side yards is
acceptable, as long as they are effectively fenced or and screened from view.
Guidelines
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A. should be located in rear or side yards and screened from the street view by fencing or
and landscaping.

MISCELLANEOUS
GUIDELINES FOR DEMOLITION
General Narrative
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Elgin's Historic Preservation Ordinance allows the Commission to deny demolition within the
locally designated districts. Demolition of an historic building which retains its architectural
character should only occur after all other options are explored. These options may include
moving the building to another compatible site or selling the property to a sympathetic buyer
for rehabilitation. Demolition of pre-1945historic (50 years or older) secondary buildings
(garages, etc.) may be acceptable if substantially deteriorated (requiring 50% or more
replacement of exterior materials or structural elements).
Additionally, demolition will not be permitted unless there is a well designedwell-designed plan
for the subsequent use of the property which includes items such as designs for new
construction, building relocation, vehicle use areas, landscaping and/or green space submitted.
Guidelines
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A. should be avoided of any original feature or part of a pre-1945historic (50 years or
older) building.
B. should not occur, unless:
1. An emergency condition exists and the public safety and welfare requires the
removal of the building or structure;
2. A building does not contribute to the historical or architectural character of the
districts and its removal will improve the appearance of the districts; or
3. The denial of the demolition will result in an Economic Hardship on the applicant
as determined by Chapter 20.10 of Title 20 of the Elgin Municipal Code – “Elgin
Historic Preservation Ordinance.”
4. The denial of the demolition will impede rehabilitation, or redevelopment of the
site, and/or adjacent properties from substantially improving the aesthetic,
architectural or economic value of the affected properties and surrounding area.
GUIDELINES FOR MOVING BUILDINGS
General Narrative
In Elgin’s locally designated districts are vacant lotsThere are a few vacant lots in Elgin’s locally
designated historic districts which are appropriate sites for the relocation of pre-1945
dwellings. Moving buildings usually occurs only to avoid demolition or if the historic site and
setting of the property will be significantly changed. If a pre-1945historic (50 years or older)

dwelling within or outside the locally designated districts is threatened with demolition, it is
acceptable to move the building to one of the district’s vacant lots for rehabilitation. A building
moved into the district should maintain the front and side yard setbacks, orientation, and
foundation heights of its neighboring properties. Moving buildings such as garages or other
outbuildings, unless garage or outbuilding is a significant or contributing secondary structure,
from one location to another on the same lot is acceptable if the relocation will not be readily
visible.
Prior to demolishing or moving a building it is recommended that the building be properly
documented through photographs both on the exterior and interior.

Guidelines
OUT OF A HISTORIC DISTRICT
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Moved buildings should be identified by a marker or plaque to be paid for by the owner.

A. Should be avoided unless demolition is the only alternative.
INTO A HISTORIC DISTRICT

B. Should occur only if the building subject to move is compatible with the district’s
architectural character through style, period, height, scale, materials, setting, and
placement on the lot.

General Narrative

R

ENERGY CONSERVATION – OVERALL APPROACH
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Traditional approaches to heating and cooling in historic buildings are often adapted to modern
considerations of comfort and energy efficiency. As a result, we are often asking historic
buildings to adjust to greater levels of heating, cooling and energy efficiency than for which
they were originally designed and can perform. Though, green principles include more than just
energy efficiency and consideration to embodied energy and the life expectancy of the material
should be taken into consideration.
However, hHistoric dwellings already have a number of inherent energy conservation qualities
such as tall ceilings and door transoms, thick brick or plastered wood walls, and large attic
space. Other traditional energy saving measures available for the old house owner are window
and porch awnings, exterior window shutters, and interior drapes and blinds.
Insulation and reduction of air infiltration is the primary means to prevent heat loss and gain.
For most historic dwellings the attic and basement area are traditional locations for the
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addition of batt, blanket, and blown-in insulation. A dwelling typically loses 28% of its total heat
loss or gain through the roof. Heat loss and gain is measured in R-values which is the resistance,
R, per inch of thickness of the insulating material. For attics, a minimum of an R-value of R-19 is
recommended for gas or oil heat or R-22 for dwellings with electric heat.
Walls are another potential area where insulation can be added although this can be difficult
for historic dwellings. Usually the expense of getting to wall cavities discourages the addition of
wall insulation. A dwelling typically loses 30% of its total heat loss and gain through the walls
and insulation with an R-11 value is recommended. Insulation should be added when wall
spaces are exposed during remodeling. Avoid damaging exterior wall surfaces when installing
insulation.
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Guidelines
Points to remember in energy conservation include:
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A. Air sealing- tightening up the flow of air through exterior walls by weather-stripping,
caulking, and repairing cracks - is the most generally useful and least problematic
energy-conserving strategy for historic buildings.
B. Maintain and use the inherently energy conserving and comfort-enhancing architectural
features of historic buildings. These may include:
 vestibules as air locks
 gable vents to help keep attics dry
 thermal mass of masonry walls to even out daily temperature extremes
 operable windows for cross ventilation during the summer
 drapes, curtains and blinds for winter window insulation and draft-proofing
 exterior awnings and interior window shades for summer shading
C. Keep interior humidity within a range that will not lead to damage by condensation.
D. Keep heating and ventilation equipment well-maintained.
E. Generally, do not insulate without using vapor barriers.
F. Ensure as much as possible that moisture does not condense where it will lead to
damage in the form of wood rot, corrosion, or freezing. Condensation is often a problem
for windows.
G. Vent high moisture areas (bathrooms, laundries, etc.) to the outside.
H. Insulate ductwork and piping in the basement, crawl space, or attic.
I. Use of a whole home fan may also assist in cooling a house.
ENERGY CONSERVATION – OVERALL APPROACH
General Narrative
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STORM WINDOWS
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Approximately 22% of a dwelling's energy loss is a result of air infiltration and conductive gain
or loss through windows. Glass is a good conductor and windows are a major source of heat
loss in winter and gain in summer. The application of storm windows creates dead airspace
which significantly reduces conductivity. Wood has a higher resistance to transfer of heat than
aluminum and is thus a more energy efficient storm window. However, aluminum is also an
acceptable material for storm windows. Exterior storm windows are the most popular today
but interior storm windows are also an option for historic dwellings since they are less visible.
The installation of storm windows should also include weather-stripping on the underside of
the windows to create an airtight fit.
Property owners can make simple repairs to increase a historic window’s energy efficiency
through weather stripping and the installation of storm windows.

WEATHER-STRIPPING
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Installing storm windows is a way to increase energy efficiency that was a common historic
practice. The combination of a restored, and properly sealed window with a storm window has
shown to have better insulating properties (1.79 R value) than a new, replacement window
(1.72 R value). Wood storms have a higher resistance to transfer of heat than aluminum and is,
therefore, a more energy efficient storm window. In addition, the application of storm windows
creates a dead airspace which significantly reduces conductivity. Another benefit of an exterior
storm window is the additional protection of the historic window, though interior storm
windows are also an option for historic dwellings.
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Weather-stripping is a relatively inexpensive method to reduce energy costs and the installation
of most weather-stripping materials will have little, if any, visual effects on a dwelling. Weatherstripping should be considered for all window and door openings since they are a major source
of drafts leading to heat loss and gain. Weather-stripping comes in a variety of shapes and
materials depending on its application. This includes adhesive strips of foam or plastic, foam
strips, felt strips, and metal and plastic sweeps.
For windows, weather-stripping should be added at the junction of the meeting rails for sash
windows and at the lower sill. The sash channels along the sides of windows are also good
places for felt or foam strips. For exterior wall doors, weather-stripping should be added along
the exterior jambs, interior stops, and along the bottom. The installation of a plastic and metal
sweep at the inside bottom of the door is effective as are foam or rubber gasket type strips
along the threshold.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES CONSIDERATIONS – HAZARDOUS MATERIALS – OVERALL
APPROACH
General Narrative
Historic buildings were often constructed using materials containing asbestos or lead, which are
considered hazardous today. Mitigation planning for such materials should carefully consider
the architectural importance of those elements containing hazardous materials in making
decisions as to whether to remove or encapsulate them as part of the mitigation process.
Experts in the field should be consulted in the event there is a concern and the work should be
done according to existing regulations.
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ASBESTOS ABATEMENT
Asbestos was proclaimed as one of the wonder materials of the early 20th century. This
material was resilient, fire-resistant, non-conductive to electricity, and relatively lightweight.
Thousands of products were made with asbestos including roof shingles, wall shingles, pipe
insulation, and adhesive compounds. Unfortunately, asbestos was also found to be a potential
cause of lung cancer and other diseases.
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Asbestos products are generally classified as "friable" or "non-friable." Non-friable asbestos
refers to products where the asbestos is embedded with other materials, greatly reducing its
chances to become a powder and released into the air. Typical non-friable asbestos in historic
dwellings include asbestos-cement roof and wall shingles used from the 1930s to the 1960s. If
these products are present on your house it is generally not a cause for concern. Asbestos wall
shingles often have been painted over the years further reducing the chances that the asbestos
fibers could become airborne. If these shingle or siding materials require removal, care should
be taken not to break the shingles which could cause the release of asbestos fibers into the air.
Before these materials are handled, it is advised that they be soaked with a fine spray or mist of
water and that proper air masks and filters be used.
Friable asbestos products are those which are easily crumbled into powder and released into
the air. Typical household products which may be friable in historic dwellings include insulation
around furnaces, boilers, and heating ducts, and asbestos floor tiles. When present, friable
asbestos should be encapsulated or removed. Encapsulation is a term used to prevent the
asbestos fibers from becoming airborne. Encapsulation of insulation is recommended by
wrapping plastic sheeting around it and sealing it airtight with tape. Water-based foams and
adhesives are also available which will provide a coating surface to this insulation and prevent
fibers from escaping. Floor tiles can be encapsulated by the addition of new floor materials. If
there are significant areas of asbestos in a dwelling, professional removal may be the best
course of action.

LEAD-BASED PAINT ABATEMENT
Lead was widely used as a pigment in paints and it is likely that most pre-1945 dwellings have
one or two layers of lead-based paint on the interior and exterior. Lead is a health hazard when
ingested, especially for children, and flaking or peeling paint can result in lead dust being
inhaled. As in the case of asbestos, lead paint can be either removed or encapsulated.
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Lead paint removal is the most difficult of these choices but it does result in the end of this
problem. Paint can be removed by wet-scraping or wet-sanding or by the use of a heat gun or
plate. Sanding or burning off lead paint creates hazardous fumes and those who undertake this
work should wear proper safety equipment such as a toxic-dust respirator, goggles, gloves, and
clothes that protect your skin. If working on the exterior walls, cover the ground or adjacent
bushes with drop cloths and regularly dispose of accumulations of chips and dust. If working on
interior walls, keep the room where you are working closed off from the rest of the house and
cover any air ducts. Children should be removed from the premises during the duration of the
project.

Encapsulation of lead through applying paint is also an acceptable approach. Latex and oilbased paints can effectively seal lead dust on wall and trim surfaces. However, any kind of paint
scraping or sanding prior to applying paint will also require the use of appropriate respirators.
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To note: Anyone paid to perform work that disturbs paint in housing and child-occupied
facilities built before 1978 must be renovation, repair and painting (RRP) certified and perform
safe, lead removal practices.
CHEMICALS FOR PAINT REMOVAL & MASONRY CLEANING
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Chemical cleaning is preferable to sandblasting or other types of abrasive cleaning. The use of
chemical cleansers is an effective and appropriate method of masonry cleaning, however,
extensive preparation and understanding of the chemical's properties and hazards should be
understood prior to undertaking the project.
Before beginning chemical cleaning, carefully evaluate the building to determine is cleaning is
necessary. Cleaning may not always be the best option. The preferred method of removing
paint or extensive stains from masonry is through the application of chemical removersthe
gentlest means possible. However, if the application of water or detergent (d.p.i. lower than
200) does not remove the paint or extensive stains, then the application of chemical removers
may be explored. There are various types of chemical products on the market and some are
more suitable for cleaning brick than stone. Chemical removers can also be hazardous and most
cleaning projects are done by professionals. Whoever performs masonry cleaning using
chemical agents should thoroughly read the instructions prior to undertaking the project.

The primary consideration in the handling of chemical cleansers is protection for the person
performing the work and protection of the adjacent ground and plantings. Window glass and
other material may also require protection from some cleaners. The use of chemical removers
can be a messy job. After coatings of the cleaners are applied to masonry they have to be rinsed
off with water, detergent, or other chemicals. This creates a fair amount of spray and mist as
well as liquid runoff which must be contained. Those applying the cleaners should have the
proper safety clothes, respirators, and goggles. Most jobs will also require the use of
waterproof tarpaulins or other fabrics to collect the chemical runoff. This runoff is then poured
into containers for disposal. Plants which may be affected should also be covered and
protected.
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Guidelines
Points to remember in handling hazardous materials include:
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A. Hazardous materials, when being removed, should be removed in a manner which will
not cause damage to adjacent historic materials and finishes. Plants and landscaping
should also be protected.
B. Where removal is not desired, appropriate methods for encapsulation (wrapping, paint
finishes, covering, etc.) should be sought out. Those methods used should attempt to
preserve the important visual character of those architectural components affected by
this process through the selection of appropriate materials or finishes for use in
encapsulation.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A – Sample COA Application Form
APPENDIX B – Local, State and National Sources of Assistance
APPENDIX C – Definitions and Terms
APPENDIX D – Bibliography and Suggested Reading
APPENDIX E – Sample List of Restoration Services Available at the Gail Borden Public Library
APPENDIX F – Preservation Briefs

General Narrative
Local Sources
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APPENDIX B – LOCAL, STATE AND NATIONAL SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE
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The Historic Preservation Specialist Planner with the City of Elgin is available to provide
information on building rehabilitation and new construction. The historic Historic Preservation
Specialist Planner servers as a staff member liaison for the Elgin Heritage Commission and the
Design Review Subcommittee. Contact the Specialist Preservation Planner at City Hall, 150
Dexter Ct, (847)-931-6004.
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The city also has funds available for rehabilitation projects through the “Historic Architectural
Rehabilitation Grant Program.” The purpose of this program is to provide a financial incentive
to encourage private investment in the exterior rehabilitation and restoration of historically and
architecturally significant residential structures, particularly those located in designated historic
districts. Property owners receiving grants must follow the guidelines contained in this manual.
Grants are limited to fifty percent (50%) of eligible, approved project construction costs and
applicable to a minimum of $5,000, with no grant to exceed $20,000. For additional information
concerning this program see Appendix G of this manual or please contact the Historic
Preservation SpecialistPlanner at 847-931-6004.
State Sources
Illinois Historic Preservation AgencyState Historic Preservation Office
Old State CapitolIDNR – One Natural Resources Way
Springfield, IL 6270162702
(217) 782-4836

Statewide Preservation Organization
Landmark Illinois
53 W Jackson Voulevard30 N. Michigan Avenue
Suite 752#2020
Chicago, IL 6060460602
(312) 922-1742
National Organization
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National Trust for Historic Preservation
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.The Watergate Office Building
2600 Virginia Avenue NW, Suite 1100
Washington D.C. 2003620037
(202) 673-4000588-6000

National Trust Midwest Regional Officefor Historic Preservation – Chicago Field Office
53 West Jackson Boulevard
Suite 1135350
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 939-5547
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National Alliance for Preservation Commissions
Hall of States, Suite 332P. O. Box 1011
444 No. Capitol StreetVirginia Beach, VA 23451
Washington D.C. 20001(757) 802-4141

CHAPTER 20.08 - CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
20.08.010: REQUIRED:
A certificate of appropriateness shall be required before the following actions affecting the exterior
architectural appearance of any designated landmark, of any property within a historic district or of any
thematic historic district property may be undertaken:
A. Any construction, alteration, removal, or demolition, repair, relocation or other material change
requiring a building permit from the city;
B. Any construction, alteration, removal, or demolition, repair, relocation or other material change
affecting the exterior architectural appearance affecting a significant exterior architectural feature.
(Ord. G36-15, 2015; Ord. G22-05 § 1, 2005)
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20.08.020: APPLICATION AND APPROVAL PROCESS:
A. Applications to Design Review Subcommittee: Applications for a certificate of appropriateness,
including the accompanying plans and specifications, shall be made to the design review
subcommittee of the heritage commission. The design review subcommittee shall issue or deny a
certificate of appropriateness within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a completed application. The
design review subcommittee shall provide technical assistance as to the application of design
guidelines for proposed work on any landmark or on any property within a historic district.
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B. Administrative Approvals: The building official, or his designee, may issue certificates of
appropriateness for certain routine or emergency kinds of work applications as specified by the
heritage commission in its rules. The heritage commission shall adopt rules specifying routine or
emergency kinds of work applications which may be processed by the building official or his
designee. (Ord. G22-05 § 1, 2005)
20.08.030: DESIGN GUIDELINES:
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In considering an application for a certificate of appropriateness, the heritage commission and the
design review subcommittee shall apply the design guidelines as set forth in the "Design Guideline
Manual" dated March 1997 (revised 2008 and 2020), prepared by the Elgin heritage commission and
consultant Thomason And Associates, as a standard for whether to issue such certificates and other
guidelines which may be adopted by the city council from time to time. (Ord. G33-08 § 3, 2008)
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Building Codes and Historic Preservation Workshop

Building codes are essential tools for the improvement of the built environment. The first building
codes focused on structural and fire safety but today building codes address topics of accessibility
and energy conservation. Most building codes were written for new construction but have now
evolved with special codes for existing buildings. The 2003 International Existing Building Code
(IEBC) marked a major change in evolution of building codes, including a choice of approaches or
‘code paths’ and a special chapter on historic buildings. The treatment for historic building provides
a range of options that are all designed to improve older buildings when they are renovated while
respecting their historic character. This program will examine building codes and their application
to existing and historic buildings based upon performance goals of health and life safety,
accessibility and energy conservation.
Mike Jackson is a preservation architect with more than 40 years of experience in historic
preservation. Mr. Jackson is the Co-Chair of the Association for Preservation Technology (APT)
Codes and Standards Technical Committee, which has taken the lead in organizing the
preservation community on the application and improvement of building codes for historic
buildings. Frank Heitzman is an architect from Oak Park IL and a leader in the topic of “universal
design,” a method of creating and modifying buildings for people with all levels of ability.
Learning Objectives


Describe the evolution of building codes and their application to existing and historic
buildings based upon performance goals of health and life safety, accessibility and energy
conservation.



Compare the various code compliance paths for existing and historic buildings in the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC).



Describe the critical issues for material conservation and life safety when applied to
character defining features and finishes that pre-date modern fire rating systems.



Summarize best practices and opportunities in the application of the IEBC and Accessibility
Codes to historic buildings.

Mike is also part of a team that created Upstairs Downtown, a nationally recognized program that
offers development and design training on the renovation of the vacant upper floors on Main
Street. Their website includes projects, examples and training presentations.

https://www.apti.org/codes-and-standards - Association for Preservation Technology Code
Committee
www.UpstairsDowntown.com – does training and feasibility studies to help revitalize downtowns

As the oldest community in Will County, Plainfield has several dozen 19th and early 20th Century
residential and commercial properties. The Village created a residential historic district in 2008,
comprised mostly of late 19th and early 20th Century homes and one commercial historic district
created in 2011. In 2006, the Historic Preservation Commission had all the properties within the
Historic Urbanized Core identified, surveyed and evaluated using architectural elements and/or
historic characteristics by ArchiSearch Consultants. Seventy-three residential and five commercial
properties were identified as pre-Civil War– currently Plainfield has twenty-one designated
landmarks – 4 commercial properties and 17 residential.
In 2006 after the creation of the Historic Preservation Commission in 2004, Plainfield adopted the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC) that was first published in 2003. One of the reasons
for adopting the IEBC was to allow design professionals to use an alternative method of coming
into compliance when bringing an entire existing, often times historic building into compliance with
current building codes since the cost can be prohibitive. The Village’s adoption of the IEBC can
assist owners in these restorations since the application of new requirements to old historic
buildings can be challenging.
In light of these challenges, the Plainfield Historic Preservation Commission has decided to
sponsor an afternoon workshop in Plainfield on Wednesday, February 19, 2020 with Mike
Jackson, formerly of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency. Mike will conduct a two hour
presentation on building codes and historic preservation. This workshop will focus more on
downtown properties than for residential ones. Mike is aware that many of the same code
enforcement issues exist for residential properties, but the current International Residential Code
does not have any special provisions for historic residential properties so there isn’t a specific
“code relief” argument to be made.
A short description of his program follows on the next page. The program would begin at 1:30 pm
in Community Room A on the second floor of the Plainfield Village Hall, 24401 W. Lockport
Street. This workshop is for staff members who work with Historic Preservation Commissions plus
their local building inspectors or code officials who work with local owners to rehabilitate or restore
their historic properties.
I reached out to 15 communities this week and depending on how many agree to participate the
cost should be no more than $100.00 and could be less if most of them agree to participate.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you are planning to or would like to attend, could you complete the registration information below
and email it back to me so we can create a list of participants to determine the registration fee.

Commission:

Contact Person:

Phone #:

Email contact:

We will be notifying everyone through email –

Mike Bortel - MBortel47@sbcglobal.net
Chair – Plainfield H.P.C.

815-531-7117 – Cell

